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From the Desk of the Chairperson
By Douglas A. Mielock
The Section’s Council enhances and improves the practice
and administration of probate
and estate planning law in a
number of ways. Perhaps the
Council’s most signiﬁcant work
in this regard is its consideration, drafting, and support of
new legislation. The Council
took the lead role in the development of the last two major revisions of Michigan’s probate code: the Revised Probate Code
(effective in 1979) and the Estates and Protected
Individuals Code (effective in 2000). Historically,
this work has been done through the Council’s
Committee on Special Projects (CSP), which
was formerly known as the Standing Committee
on Code Procedure and Rules (SCOCPAR). For
almost three years, CSP has been working on
the development of a new trust code through the
Michigan Trust Code committee, which is led by
Mark Harder. More recently, CSP has formed a
number of new committees to study the possible
introduction of new legislation in Michigan.
In July 2006, the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws (NCCUSL) approved the “Uniform Power of Attorney Act.” Michigan’s current power of attorney statute overrides
the common law rule to authorize a “durable” power of attorney, but does not address many of the
issues that can arise in the use of a power of attorney. For those of you who subscribe to the Section’s list serve, you know that clients sometime
encounter difﬁculty in convincing a third party to
honor a power of attorney. A more complete power of attorney act may resolve some of the difﬁculties in the use of powers of attorney, thereby beneﬁting attorneys and their clients. Daniel P. Marsh
has agreed to chair the “Michigan Uniform Power
of Attorney Act Committee” and has assembled a
group of volunteers, including individuals from the
banking industry, to study the uniform act to determine whether it should be introduced in Michigan,
and if so, what modiﬁcations to the uniform act
may be appropriate.
Also in July 2006, NCCUSL formed a new
drafting committee on TOD for Real Property Act,
which will draft an act that will permit real property
to be transferred immediately upon death by ben-

eﬁciary designation, similar to beneﬁciary designations for securities permitted in Michigan pursuant to Sections 6301-6310 of the Estates and
Protected Individuals Code. At least eight states
have statues permitting this type of real estate
transfer on death. The signiﬁcant discussion on
“ladybird deeds” in recent years provides some indication that there is a demand for such legislation
in Michigan; such legislation could provide more
concrete answers to the issues that currently arise
in the use of ladybird deeds. Josh Ard is chair of
the committee studying the possible introduction
of “beneﬁciary deed” legislation in Michigan.
The common law Rule Against Perpetuities (no
interest is good unless it vests, if at all, not later
than 21 years after some life in being at the creation of the interest) has been modiﬁed in Michigan through the adoption of the Uniform Statutory
Rule Against Perpetuities. However, the general
restriction on “dead hand control” persists. Inspired
in large part by clients’ desires to create “dynasty” trusts, by the end of 2005 twenty-one states
had abolished the Rule Against Perpetuities. See
Schanzenbach and Sitkoff, Perpetuities or Taxes? - Explaining the Rise of the Perpetual Trust,
27 Cardozo Law Review 2465, 2466 (2006). In
2006, legislation was introduced that would have
abolished the Rule Against Perpetuities in Michigan. The Council participated in the introduction
of this legislation but did get involved in advising
its sponsor of potential problems with the legislation as drafted (e.g., the Delaware tax trap). Many
consider Michigan banks to be at a disadvantage
in competing to retain trust business in Michigan
when so many other states have no rule against
perpetuities. The Council has endorsed the repeal
of Michigan’s rule against perpetuities. Amy Morrissey serves as the chair of the Rule Against Perpetuities Committee, which will study the proper
repeal of Michigan’s Rule Against Perpetuities.
Through CSP, the Council will continue to consider, draft, and support new legislation, intended
to enhance and improve the practice and administration of probate and estate planning law in Michigan. Please contact me if you have any questions
or suggestions on how we may better serve this
purpose.
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Attorney Fees in Michigan
By Richard J. Siriani
Introduction

Statutory Provisions

The subject of attorney fees in Michigan has
been discussed in earlier editions of either the
Michigan Probate & Estate Planning Journal or
other ICLE Publications.1 This article is intended
to provide an update on general principles and
add additional incite on the subject.
The creation of the attorney/client relationship
by contract, express or implied, is essential to
the right of an attorney to recover compensation
for legal services. In general, there can be no recovery from one who did not employ or authorize
employment of the attorney, however valuable
the result of the attorney’s services may have
been. See Becht v Miller, 279 Mich 629, 273 NW
294 (1937). There is no clear cut rule as to the
appropriateness of attorney fees in Michigan under the Estates And Protected Individuals Code.2
We must deal with the concept of a reasonableness test to determine the amount awarded to
an attorney for fees.3 The court of appeals will
not reverse the probate court’s decision as to the
reasonableness and necessity of an attorney’s
fees absent an abuse of discretion,4 where the
record clearly shows that the court considered
the relevant factors in making its decision and
exercised its independent judgment in that determination. See Becht v Miller, supra. It is also
important to remember that each case will be decided based upon its particular factual situation.
The burden of proof is on the attorney to justify the fee charged. The court will review various
factors to determine the reasonableness of the
attorney fee requested. Once the attorney has
met his/her burden of proof, the person attacking
the fees should be prepared to rebut the stated
position of the attorney to show that the requested fee should be reduced.

Michigan Rules Of Professional Conduct
(MRPC) states in 1.5 Subrule (a) that in determining the reasonableness of attorney fees and
costs the court shall consider the criteria listed
in subparagraphs (1) through (8).5 See also MI
Model Civil Jury Instruction (MMCJI) Supplement 180.03.6 The attorney should note that
there are two additional factors in the MMCJI
that are not contained in MRPC 1.5(a): First, the
attorney fees must be a beneﬁt to the estate.
This is a factor that can be most troublesome.
Attorneys bill at a higher hourly rate than ﬁduciaries; therefore, the ﬁduciary should do as much
work as possible; otherwise, the court may reduce the attorney fees as not providing a “beneﬁt” to the estate. This may be the case in valuation of assets, handling brokerage accounts,
removing items from the home for purposes of
distribution, cleaning the home, and selling real
estate. Second, the recognition that the attorney
is entitled to reimbursement for advanced outof-pocket costs. These would include long-distance telephone, fax, copy, postage, and computer charges. As an alternative, some attorneys
include in their retainer agreement a provision
that allows them to charge a percentage of the
monthly bill to cover these miscellaneous costs,
which eliminates the necessity of accounting for
and allocating these costs to each ﬁle.

2

Attorney Fee Agreements
Written Agreement
The written fee agreement is imposed in 1.5
Subrule (b). Failure to provide a written agreement to the court in a fee dispute may be taken
into account by the court in determining reasonableness. On April 19, 1993, the Michigan Supreme Court issued an order regarding what is
now referred to as MCR 5.3137 formerly MCR
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8.303. The purpose for the Michigan Supreme
Court issuing this rule was to govern compensation of attorneys representing ﬁduciaries and has
been substantially revised to provide grounds
for resolving attorney fee disputes. Attorneys
should be familiar with the provisions of MCR
5.313, Subrule (B), written fee agreements; Subrule (C), record keeping; Subrule (D), notice to
the interested persons regarding the appointment of the personal representative or the retention of an attorney by the personal representative; and, Subrule (E), that a personal representative may make, and an attorney may accept,
payments for services and costs on a periodic
basis without prior court approval if the requirements in Paragraphs (1) through (4) have been
met. This writer strongly recommends that attorneys consult Attorney Fee Agreements in Michigan, Third Edition8 as an excellent resource for
preparing various written fee agreements. The
written fee agreement must be fully discussed
as to all the provisions providing compensation,
whether to the attorney, the legal assistant, or to
the secretary. The client is entitled to full disclosure of the terms and conditions of the written
fee agreement. The general rule is that attorney
fee agreements are reviewed at the time of their
making and must be fair, reasonable, fully explained to the client, and are as to any contract
construed against the drafter.
Timing
Timing of the execution of the written agreement is also important to the attorney. There are
some attorneys who believe that if the ﬁduciary signs a written fee agreement before the ﬁduciary is appointed, that no further signature
should be required after their appointment, and
that payments would constitute ratiﬁcation of the
written fee agreement. What if the court does not
appoint the proposed ﬁduciary? How is the attorney to be compensated? This writer believes
that the written fee agreement should contain an
alternate provision that ratiﬁcation of the agreement occurs upon appointment of the client as
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ﬁduciary by the court, and in the event that the
proposed ﬁduciary is not appointed by the court,
that payment will be the sole responsibility of the
client.
Record Keeping
Attorneys must keep time records. This is an
area that causes great concern for the court. In
Becht v Miller, supra, the court rejected time as
the sole determining factor in awarding attorney
fees, and stated that in ascertaining the reasonable value of legal services, it should consider
time spent, amount involved, character of services rendered, skill and experience called for in performance of the work, and the results obtained.
See also Crary v Goldsmith, 322 Mich 418, 34
NW 2d 28 (1948); In re Krueger Estate, 176 Mich
App 241, 438 NW 2d (1989). These factors now
comprise MRPC 1.5. At the initial conference the
attorney does not envision problems; however,
they always occur. Time records must reﬂect the
identity of the person performing the services,
the date the services are performed, the amount
of time expended, and a brief description of the
services performed. See In re Baird Estate, 137
Mich App 634, 357 NW 2d 912 (1984), and In re
Kiebler Estate, 131 Mich App 441, 345 NW 2d
713 (1984).
Notice
The attorney must provide that the interested persons are reasonably informed of the estate administration. MCL 700.1105(c), includes
“Creditor” as an interested person; therefore,
creditors are entitled to information on attorneys
fees as other interested persons. The attorney
must also send to all interested persons the Notice Regarding Attorney Fees, PC 576 (9/03),
with the written fee agreement and ﬁle both with
the probate court along with a proof of service
within 14 days after appointment of a ﬁduciary
or within 14 days after the retention of an attorney by a ﬁduciary, whichever is later. Under
MCR 5.313 Subrule (E), an attorney can now receive payment of fees and costs without court
3
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approval, if the conditions under Paragraphs (1)
through (4) have been met.
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set forth constitutes court approval, even though
the attorney did not comply with MCR 5.313.
Can a jury decide an attorney fee dispute?
Burden of Proof
One would think so since the MMCJI 180.0212
Keep in mind that the burden of proof is on and 180.03 were adopted by the Michigan Suthe attorney to justify the reasonableness of the preme Court. A jury trial is available on the fact
fee, even if defending an objection to a fee re- of reasonableness. In re Weiss’ Estate, 315 Mich
quest or requesting approval by the court from 276, 24 NW 2d 123 (1946). This writer believes
an account or a separate fee petition.9
that the correct form of action would be to let the
In the event of prepayment of fees, the ﬁdu- court decide the issue. This action is supported
ciary may be called as a witness to justify pay- by case law and the Estates And Protected Indiment. If amounts are disallowed the attorney will viduals Code.13 It could be logically argued that
only receive fees as determined by the court.10 this action also applies to trusts.14
Since prepaid, the court will order the attorney to
Reasonableness
reimburse the estate for fees disallowed, which
may or may not include interest. Remember that
It is clear from the case law that courts should
although attorney fees and costs are paid with- consider the factors described in Becht v Miller,
out prior court approval, they remain subject to supra, Crary v Goldsmith, supra, MRPC Rule 1.5,
review by the court and may be disallowed in MMCJI 180.03, and MCR 5.313; however, there
whole or in part, and the court can assess a sur- is no precise formula for computing the reasoncharge (i.e., interest).11 In all other instances, the ableness of attorney fees by a court in determinattorneys fees must be approved by the probate ing disputed attorney fees. See In Re Thacker
court prior to payment.
Estate, supra; In re Wright Estate, 156 Mich App
A point to remember is that attorneys fees are 1, 401 NW 2d 288 (1986). Each case must be
not paid from the assets of the estate by virtue of reviewed in light of its own particular facts when
the written fee agreement, but they are allowed such fees are in dispute. See Crawley v Schick,
as an expense of administration when such ser- 48 Mich App 728, 211 NW 2d 217 (1973); Crary
vices are reasonable and necessary to estate v Goldsmith, supra; Hartman v Associated Truck
settlement. The case of In the Matter of the Es- Lines, 178 Mich App 426, 444 NW 2d 159 (1989);
tate of Thacker, 137 Mich App 253, 358 NW 2d Smolen v Dahlmann Apartments, 186 Mich App
342 (1984), caused a change in Michigan law 292, 463 NW 2d 261 (1990); Medbury v Genwith respect to the determination of attorneys eral Motors Corp., 119 Mich App 351, 326 NW
fees, so that time became the primary relevant 2d 139 (1982). In re Estate of L’Esperance, 131
factor. This occurs in the case of an interested Mich App 496, 346 NW 2d 578 (1984). The disperson ﬁling a written objection to the fees. The cretion of the probate court to determine attorney
objection needs to be resolved either between fees to be imposed upon a decedent’s estate for
the parties or by court order. Another important legal services rendered to the estate should not
point to remember is that there is no obligation be inhibited by the attorney’s own opinion as to
on the part of an interested party to bring the what those services are worth. In re O’Neill Esmatter before the court, that is the obligation of tate, 168 Mich App 540, 425 NW 2d 133 (1988).
the attorney seeking payment of fees. Once the In re Estate of Weaver, 119 Mich App 796, 327
fees are allowed by the court, the order becomes NW 2d 366 (1982); In re Bender’s Estate, 246
res judicata on the issue. Grigg v Hanna, 283 Mich 405, 224 NW 381 (1929). Further, the reaMich App 443, 278 NW 2d 125 (1938). Likewise, sonableness of the attorney’s fees charged for
an order approving an account in which fees are services cannot be measured by what some oth4
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be diminished to pay those fees and costs.” Furthermore, the court states that Michigan adheres
to the “American Rule” that attorney fees are not
recoverable unless expressly authorized by statute or court rule. The court further states: “The
general rationale of this rule is to ensure that priFees on Fees
vate parties who pursue individual legal and eqAn interested person has a right to question uitable remedies bear the expenses of litigation
the amount of fees. Further, when a question is in most instances.” Berkley v Holmes, 34 Mich
raised it is not unreasonable to require the attor- App 417, 91 NW 2d 561 (1971), (Compare Estate
ney to set forth the basis on which the fees were of Trynin, 49 Cal 3d 868, 782 P2d 232 (1989)).
charged (See In re O’Neill Estate, supra; In re But these are the exact beneﬁciaries that are the
Weaver Estate, supra; MRPC 1.5(a) and MMCJI cause of the problem leading the attorney to de180.03.) If the dispute cannot be resolved by the fend a fee petition, and they know that the attorparties, the court will intervene and hold a hear- ney will not receive payment for services from
the estate to defend a fee petition. Moreover,
ing to determine the amount of the fees.
The court of appeals has held that an attor- MCR 5.117 states that an attorney represents a
ney is not allowed payment of any fees for time ﬁduciary not the estate. The ﬁduciary is under
spent preparing and defending an attorney fee a duty to “proceed promptly with the settlement
petition.15 This writer disagreed with the hold- of the estate” according to the procedures set
ing in Sloan, supra, in 1995 and still disagrees forth in MCR 5.310(C)(2)(c). One of those prowith the holding. Sloan, supra grants a distinct cedures is the ﬁling of accountings that must, in
advantage to an objecting party to the attorneys a supervised proceeding, provide for approval of
fee petition. This writer believes that fees should attorney fees under MCR 5.313. An objection to
be allowed to defend a fee petition on behalf of the award of such fees is, therefore, an attack
the estate in order to reduce the number of un- on the ﬁduciary’s accounting and the ﬁduciary’s
justiﬁed challenges from disgruntled heirs who handling of the estate.
The “beneﬁt” requirement formally found in
use the court and its resources for their personal agenda. MCR 5.313 states that defending a RPC 700.543 is no longer the test under the Esfee petition is mandatory when the petition is not tates and Protected Individuals Code. See MCL
consented to by all interested parties. See MCR 700.3715)(w) and MCL 700.3721, where the re5.313(E)(4). These heirs do this because they quirement of necessary and reasonable have
know that the attorney will not receive payment been retained. But note that MMCJI 180.03 still
for defending their fee petition from the estate. contains the language in subparagraph d. “The
Therefore, if this is a mandatory requirement, beneﬁt of the services to the estate” is one of
why wouldn’t the attorney be paid from the es- eleven factors. Michigan case law has long held
tate for defending the fee petition? The Sloan, that attorneys fees rendered in behalf of an essupra, opinion “hangs” its hat on the fact that the tate are paid only where those services confer a
fees must be necessary and provide a beneﬁt beneﬁt on the estate by either increasing or preto the estate in order for the attorney to derive serving the estate’s assets.16 Attorney fees are
payment in defending the fee petition. The opin- considered beneﬁcial to, and are to be charged
ion states that “...the ordinary fees and costs in- to, the estate in any successful defense of the
curred in establishing and defending a fee peti- ﬁduciary. Therefore, if the attorney is successful
tion are inherent in the normal course of doing in defending the payment of attorney fees, the
business as an attorney, and the estate may not fees for defending the payment of this legitimate
er attorney would charge. Again, there is no universal yardstick which can be employed by the
court to determine the reasonableness of fees
of all attorneys, comparing them one against the
other.

5
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estate expense are beneﬁcial to the estate and
are chargeable to the estate. Sloan, supra did in
a footnote leave open that where an opposing
party’s fraud, unjustiﬁed objections raised in bad
faith, or other extraordinary circumstances, the
probate court is authorized to impose appropriate sanctions under MCR 2.114(B). The writer
believes that the provisions of MCR 2.114(B) are
rarely if ever imposed by the court in a fee dispute petition and was not used in Sloan, supra.
MCR 5.114 speciﬁcally incorporates the provisions of MCR 2.114 regarding the signing of
papers and makes those provisions applicable
to proceedings both in decedent’s estates and
trusts. In re Pitre, 202 Mich App 241, 508 NW 2d
(1993). Remember, an objection to an account
or a petition for attorney fees is not authenticated
by veriﬁcation under oath by the person making
it. The court could impose sanctions under MCR
2.114(D); however, again this is rarely if ever imposed in a fee dispute petition.

Appeal

In the event that an attorneys fee petition is
denied in whole or in part, what is the next step?
A petition for reconsideration should be ﬁled
within 14 days pursuant to MCR 2.119(F). This
petition must “...demonstrate a palpable error by
which the court and the parties have been mislead and show that a different disposition of the
motion must result from correction of the error.”
In the event that the petition is either summarily
denied or denied after hearing, the attorney can
ﬁle an appeal as of right to the court of appeals.23
The court of appeals will not reverse the probate
court’s decision as to the reasonableness and
necessity of an attorney’s fees absent an abuse
of discretion, where the record clearly shows
that the court considered the relevant factors in
making its decision and exercised its independent judgment in that determination. See Becht
v Miller, supra.24 The value of disputed attorneys
fees is a matter vested in the probate court’s discretion, and only when there is a manifest abuse
Beneﬁt to the Estate
of that discretion will such a decision be overWhat is a “beneﬁt” to an estate? Is a deter- ruled on appeal.25
mination of heirs,17 preparation of the inventory, Contingent Fee Agreements
litigation to determine a claim by an individual
MRPC 1.5(c) deals with contingent fee arthat she is the widow of the deceased,18 litigarangements
between an attorney and client. See
tion to determine whether GMAC notes are estate or trust property,19 litigation to defend deed also MCR 8.121. Can an attorney and a ﬁduciary
of administrator,20 litigation to defend removal of enter into a contingent fee agreement for the adﬁduciary, 21 determination and payment of fed- ministration of the estate? The parties are free
eral and state estate tax, determination and pay- to contract for such between themselves; howment of federal and state income taxes and/or ever, MCR 5.313 only allows for a contingent
federal and state ﬁduciary taxes, dispute regard- fee agreement pursuant to MCR 8.121,26 which
ing transfers made within three years of death strictly applies to claims or actions for personal
and where the attorney is called upon to render injury or wrongful death. There is no reference
an opinion as to the validity of a claim defense to administration of an estate. The allowance of
of account from objections of beneﬁciary, and a contingent fee agreement in administering an
change of ﬁduciary?22 These are matters that are estate would be contrary to the long held connecessary to the administration of the estate, but cepts of necessary and reasonableness, which
they could hardly confer any beneﬁt to the estate is still the present test for attorneys.
by either increasing or preserving the estate, yet Will Contests
they require payment of reasonable and necesThe Estates And Protected Individuals Code
sary attorney fees by the estate.
contains a special rule with respect to payment
6
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of attorney fees in will contests. Currently, payment will be allowed from the estate to an attorney for a named personal representative who
defends the will, whether successful or not. See
In re Austin, 218 Mich App 72, 553 NW 2d 632
(1996). There is also no reason why this logic
or public policy cannot apply to self-trusteed inter vivos trusts as will substitutes. A trustee has
the power to employ attorneys to assist in the
trust administration and to compensate them.27
Remember, under trusts any interested person
may challenge the fees of attorneys hired by the
trustee.28
Conclusion
To assist the attorney in eliminating fee disputes, it is important for the attorney to concentrate on detail at the initial client meeting. A frank
discussion about fees and costs, and the execution of a fully informed fee agreement while not
eliminating fee disputes, will certainly reduce the
frequency.
Notes
1. The Determination of Attorney Fees In Michigan,
James LoPrete 7 Mich. Prob. and Est. PJ 9 (1989), Attorney Fee Arrangements: New Probate Court Rules, Everett R. Zack 13 Mich. Prob. And Est. PJ 7 (1993), and
Litigating Fiduciary And Attorney Fees, James LoPrete,
Michigan Probate Litigation A Guide to Contested MattersSecond Edition-Chapter 9 2005.
2. MCL 700.3715(w); MCL 700.3721; In re Irwin Estate,
162 Mich App 522, 413 NW 2d 37 (1987); MCR 5.313,
5.313(A).
3. MCL 700.3715(w); MCL 700.3721; In re Irwin Estate,
162 Mich App 522, 413 NW 2d 37 (1987); MCR 5.313,
5.313(A)
4. In re Adams, 257 Mich. App. 230, 667 NW 2d 904
(2003); In re Krueger Estate, 176 Mich App 241, 438 NW
2d 898 (1989); In re Weaver Estate, 119 Mich App 796,
327 NW 2d 366 (1992).
5. MRPC Rule 1.5. Fees.
(a) A lawyer shall not enter into an agreement for,
charge or collect an illegal or clearly excessive
fee. A fee is clearly excessive when, after a review
of the facts, a lawyer of ordinary prudence would
be left with a deﬁnite and ﬁrm conviction that the
fee is in excess of a reasonable fee. The factors to

be considered in determining the reasonableness
of a fee include the following:
(1) the time and labor required, the novelty and
difﬁculty of the questions involved, and the skill
requisite to perform the legal service properly;
(2) the likelihood, if apparent to the client, that
the acceptance of the particular employment
will preclude other employment by the lawyer;
(3) the fee customarily charged in the locality for
similar legal services;
(4) the amount involved and the results obtained;
(5) the time limitations imposed by the client or
by the circumstances;
(6) the nature and length of the professional relationship with the client;
(7) the experience, reputation, and ability of the
lawyer or lawyers performing the services; and
(8) whether the fee is ﬁxed or contingent.
(b) When the lawyer has not regularly represented
the client, the basis or rate of the fee shall be communicated to the client, preferably in writing, before or within a reasonable time after commencing
the representation.
(c) A fee may be contingent on the outcome of the
matter for which the service is rendered, except
in a matter in which a contingent fee is prohibited
by paragraph (d) or by other law. A contingentfee agreement shall be in writing and shall state
the method by which the fee is to be determined.
Upon conclusion of a contingent-fee matter, the
lawyer shall provide the client with a written statement of the outcome of the matter and, if there is a
recovery, show the remittance to the client and the
method of its determination. See also MCR 8.121
for additional requirements applicable to some
contingent-fee agreements.
(d) A lawyer shall not enter into an arrangement
for, charge, or collect a contingent fee in a domestic relations matter or in a criminal matter.
(e) A division of a fee between lawyers who are
not in the same ﬁrm may be made only if:
(1) the client is advised of and does not object to
the participation of all lawyers involved; and
(2) the total fee is reasonable.
6. M Civ JI 180.03. Attorney Fees-Reasonable Value of
Legal Services.
Attorney fees can vary according to many factors.
No one factor is controlling. In determining reasonable value of the legal services, you should
consider the following:
a. The time and labor required, the novelty and
difﬁculty of the questions involved, and the skill
requisite to perform the legal services properly.
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b. The fee customarily charged in the locality for
similar legal services.
c. The experience, reputation, and ability of the
[attorney/attorneys] performing the services.
d. The beneﬁt of the services to the estate.
e. *(The amount involved and the results obtained. The attorney should not be deprived of
reasonable compensation if the result obtained
was not what the client sought. If the attorney
properly rendered services, [he/she] should be
reasonably compensated).
f. *(The nature and length of the professional relationship with [name of decedent]).
g. *(The time limitations imposed by [name of
client] or by the circumstances).
h. *(The likelihood, if apparent to [name of client], that the acceptance of the particular employment would preclude other employment by
the attorney).
i. *(Any fee agreement between the attorney
and [name of client]).
j. *(The expenses that have been incurred by
the attorney).
k. *(The adverse or uncooperative attitude of
the [creditors/beneﬁciaries/others]).
l. *(Any extensive litigation involving the estate).
m. *(Other factors).
7. MCR 5.313. Compensation of Attorneys.
(A) Reasonable Fees and Costs. An attorney is
entitled to receive reasonable compensation for
legal services rendered on behalf of a personal
representative, and to reimbursement for costs incurred in rendering those services. In determining
the reasonableness of fees, the court must consider the factors listed in MRPC 1.5(a). The court
may also take into account the failure to comply
with this rule.
(B) Written Fee Agreement. At the commencement of the representation, the attorney and the
personal representative or the proposed personal
representative must enter into a written fee agreement signed by them. A copy of the agreement
must be provided to the personal representative.
(C) Records. Regardless of the fee agreement,
every attorney who represents a personal representative must maintain time records for services
that must reﬂect the following information: the
identity of the person performing the services, the
date the services are performed, the amount of
time expended in performing the services, and a
brief description of the services.
(D) Notice to Interested Persons. Within 14 days
after the appointment of a personal representa-
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tive or the retention of an attorney by a personal
representative, whichever is later, the personal
representative must mail to the interested persons
whose interests will be affected by the payment
of attorney fees, a notice in the form substantially
approved by the State Court Administrator and
a copy of the written fee agreement. The notice
must state:
(1) the anticipated frequency of payment,
(2) that the person is entitled to a copy of each
statement for services or costs upon request,
(3) that the person may object to the fees at any
time prior to the allowance of fees by the court,
(4) that an objection may be made in writing or at
a hearing and that a written objection must be ﬁled
with the court and a copy served on the personal
representative or attorney.
(E) Payment of Fees. A personal representative
may make, and an attorney may accept, payments for services and costs, on a periodic basis
without prior court approval if prior to the time of
payment.
(1) the attorney and personal representative
have entered a written fee agreement;
(2) copies of the fee agreement and the notice
required by subrule (D) have been sent to all
interested persons who are affected;
(3) a statement for services and costs (containing the information required by subrule [C]) has
been sent to the personal representative and
each interested person who has requested a
copy of such statement; and
(4) no written, unresolved objection to the fees,
current or past, has been served on the attorney and personal representative. In all other
instances, attorney fees must be approved by
the court prior to payment. Costs may be paid
without prior court approval. Attorney fees and
costs paid without prior court approval remain
subject to review by the court.
(F) Claims for Compensation, Required Information. Except when the compensation is consented
to by all the parties affected, the personal representative must append to an accounting, petition,
or motion in which compensation is claimed a
statement containing the information required by
Subrule (D).
(G) Contingent Fee Agreements under MCR
8.121. Subrules (D), (E) and (F) of this rule do not
apply to a contingent fee agreement between a
personal representative and an attorney under
MCR 8.121.
8. Attorney Fee Agreements (Emma R. Stephens ed,
ICLE 3rd ed 2006).
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9. Comerica Bank v City of Adrian, 179 Mich App 712,
446 NW 2d 553 (1989); In re Krueger Estate, supra; In
re Irwin Estate, supra; In re Kiebler Estate, 131 Mich App
441, 345 NW 2d 713 (1984); In re Irwin, supra; In re Eddy
Estate, 354 Mich 334, 92 NW 2d 458 (1958); In re Grover’s
Estate, 233 Mich 467, 206 NW 2d 988 (1926).
10. In the Matter of the Estate of Thacker, 137 Mich
App 253, 358 NW 2d 342 (1984).
11. In the Matter of the Estate of Thacker, supra; In re
Grover’s Estate, 233 Mich 467, 206 NW 988 (1926).
12. M Civ JI 180.02. Attorney Fees-Explanation of Statute.
The law provides that a [title of ﬁduciary] may employ [an attorney/a law ﬁrm] to perform necessary
legal services on behalf of the estate and that the
[attorney/law ﬁrm] shall receive reasonable compensation for the legal services.
The petitioner must show that:
a. the [attorney/law ﬁrm] performed necessary
legal services on behalf of the estate, and
b. the amount requested is reasonable
13. MCR 5.801 (B)(1)(u); In re Flynn Estate, 181
Mich. App. 570, 450 NW 2d 77 (1989); In re Estate of
L’Esperance, 131 Mich App 496, 346 NW 2d 578 (1984);
and, In re Estate of Humprey, 107 Mich App 778, 309 NW
2d 722 (1981).
14. MCL 700.7205.
15. In re Estate of Hattie Silberstein Sloan, Deceased,
212 Mich. App. 357, 538 NW 2d 47 (1995).
16. In re Baldwin’s Estate, 311 Mich 288, 18 NW 2d
827 (1945); In re Valentino Estate, 128 Mich App 89, 339
NW 2d 698 (1983); In re Prichard Estate, 164 Mich App
82, 416 NW 2d 331 (1987); In re Humphrey Estate, 141
Mich App 412, 367 NW 2d 873 (1985); In re Brack Estate,
121 Mich App 585, 329 NW 2d 432 (1982).
17. In re Brack Estate, supra.
18. In re Brack Estate, supra.
19. In re Humphrey Estate, 141 Mich App 412, 367 NW
2d 873 (1985).
20. In re Stowell’s Estate, 296 Mich 148, 295 NW 594
(1941). Compare In re Davis’Estate, 312 Mich 258, 20 NW
2d 181 (1945).
21. In re Hammond Estate, 215 Mich App 379, 547 NW
2d 36 (1996); In re Humphrey Estate, supra; In re Gerber Trust, 117 Mich App 1, 323 NW 2d 567 (1982); MCL
700.334(v); In re Davis’ Estate, supra; In re Valentino Estate, supra.
22. In re Valentino Estate, supra.
23. MCL 700.3721; and In re Estate of Black, No.
104174 (Mich. Ct. App. Feb. 27, 1989)(unpublished).
24. In re Eddy’s Estate, 354 Mich 334, 92 NW 2d 458
(1958); In re Weaver, 119 Mich App 796, 327 NW 2d 366
(1982); In re Estate of L’Esperance, 131 Mich App 496,
346 NW 2d 578 (1984).
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25. In re Eddy’s Estate, 354 Mich 334, 92 NW 2d 458
(1958); In re Weaver, 119 Mich App 796, 327 NW 2d 366
(1982); In re Estate of L’Esperance, 131 Mich App 496,
346 NW 2d 578 (1984).
26. MCR 8.121. Contingent Fees in Claims or Actions
for Personal Injury and Wrongful Death.
(A) Allowable Contingent Fee Agreements. In
any claim or action for personal injury or wrongful
death based upon the alleged conduct of another,
in which an attorney enters into an agreement, expressed or implied, whereby the attorney’s compensation is dependent or contingent in whole or
in part upon successful prosecution or settlement
or upon the amount of recovery, the receipt, retention, or sharing by such attorney, pursuant to
agreement or otherwise, of compensation which is
equal to or less than the fee stated in Subrule (B)
is deemed to be fair and reasonable. The receipt,
retention, or sharing of compensation which is in
excess of such a fee shall be deemed to be the
charging of a “clearly excessive fee” in violation of
MRPC 1.5(a).
(B) Maximum Fee. The maximum allowable fee
for the claims and actions referred to in Subrule
(A) is one-third of the amount recovered.
(C) Computation.
(1) The amount referred to in Subrule (B) shall
be computed on the net sum recovered after
deducting from the amount recovered all disbursements properly chargeable to the enforcement of the claim or prosecution of the action.
In computing the fee, the costs as taxed and
any interest included in or upon the amount of
a judgment shall be deemed part of the amount
recovered.
(2) In the case of a settlement payable in installments, the amount referred to in Subrule (B)
shall be computed using the present value of
the future payments.
(a) If any annuity contract will be used to fund
the future payments, “present value” is the actual cost of purchasing the annuity contract.
The attorney for the defendant must disclose
to the court and the parties the amount paid
for the annuity contract, after any rebates or
other discounts.
(b) If the defendant will make the future payments directly, “present value” is the amount
that an entity of the same ﬁnancial standing as
the defendant would pay for an annuity contract. The court may appoint an independent
expert to certify the “present value” as deﬁned
in this paragraph. The court may base it ﬁndings on the expert’s testimony or afﬁdavit.
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(D) Agreements for Lower Fees. An attorney may
enter into contingent fee arrangements calling for
less compensation than that allowed by Subrule
(B).
(E) Advice to Client. An attorney must advise a
client, before entering into a contingent fee arrangement, that attorneys may be employed under other fee arrangements in which the attorney
is compensated for the reasonable value of the
services performed, such as on an hourly or per
diem basis. The method of compensation used by
an individual attorney remains the attorney’s option, and this rule does not require an attorney to
accept compensation in a manner other than that
chosen by the attorney.
(F) Agreements to Be in Writing. Contingent fee
arrangements made by an attorney with a client
must be in writing and a copy provided to the client.
(G) Applicability. This rule does not apply to agreements reduced to writing before May 3, 1975. The
one-third provision of Subrule (B) applies to contingent fee agreements entered into after July 9,
1981. Earlier agreements are subject to the rule in
effect at the time the agreement was made.
27. MCL 700.7401(2)(w).
28. MCL 700.7205.
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New Income Tax Rules Affect Life Insurance Funded Buy-Sell and
Cross-Purchase Agreements (With Sample Drafting Language)1
By Sebastian V. Grassi, Jr.
Introduction

Who is an “Employee?”

It is not uncommon for a business to own life
insurance on some of its employees. A business
may own key-person life insurance to replace
lost income upon the death of a key employee. A
business may own life insurance to fund a buysell agreement or to fund a deferred compensation arrangement. The receipt of life insurance
proceeds upon the death of the insured is generally income tax free. IRC section 101(a)(1).
There are, however, certain exceptions to the income tax-free receipt of life insurance proceeds.2
This article will discuss an exception that affects
employers and was recently added to the Internal Revenue Code.

Who constitutes an “employee” is rather broad
under the new law and may include common
law employees, self-employed, and independent contractors. See, Temporary Treas. Reg.
§414(q), Q&A 7. Until Treasury Regulations for
IRC section 101(j) are issued clarifying the deﬁnition of an “employee” or providing exemptions,
it is suggested that the cautious-conservative
advisor have his or her client operate under the
broad deﬁnition of an “employee.”
Who is an “Employer-Related Person?”

Also, the “related person” deﬁnition in IRC
section 101(j)(3)(A)(i) may be a trap for the unwary. In the absence of clarifying regulations (or
Pension Protection Act of 2006
technical amendments to IRC section 101(j)),
The 2006 Pension Protection Act (which was the deﬁnition of a related person may be intersigned into law on August 17, 2006) (PPA 2006) preted to include a relative (as deﬁned in IRC
created a new exception to the income tax-free section 267(b)) of the employer or a 50 percent
receipt of life insurance proceeds. The new ex- or more owner of the employer, such as a coception applies to certain employer-owned life shareholder, partner, member, or a trust coninsurance (EOLI) contracts issued (or materi- trolled by the employer. Thus a life insurance
ally modiﬁed) after August 17, 2006. IRC sec- policy that is owned or payable to an employtions 101(j) and 6039I. These Code sections er-related person, may be treated by the IRS as
were added by section 863 of PPA 2006 and being owned by the employer and be subject to
may affect life insurance funded buy-sell and the new rules. Therefore, life insurance funded
cross-purchase agreements, deferred compen- cross-purchase agreements may come within
sation agreements, and any other types of EOLI. the ambit of IRC section 101(j), as may certain
The new rules were added in an attempt to cur- split-dollar plans, VEBAs, life insurance funded
tail what Congress perceived was an abuse of non-qualiﬁed deferred compensation plans, life
EOLI, where employers (typically large public- insurance funded rabbi and secular trusts, and
ly traded corporations) were purchasing life in- life insurance contained in a qualiﬁed retirement
surance (as an investment) on its rank and ﬁle plan.4 Consequently, the employee-notice and
employees without the knowledge or consent of consent requirements and the IRS reporting rethe insured-employee and the death beneﬁt was quirements (discussed below) should be compayable to the employer.3 This type of EOLI ar- plied with when an employer-related person is
rangement was commonly referred to as “janitor the owner or beneﬁciary of the insurance policy
life insurance.”
on the employee’s life.
11
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New Rules Concerning Income Taxation of
Life Insurance Death Proceeds
Received By an Employer

Additional Requirements

If all three employee-notice and consent requirements are met, the EOLI death beneﬁt proGenerally, under new IRC section 101(j), when ceeds will be excludable from the employer’s (or
an employer (or an employer-related person) re- the employer-related person’s) income pursuant
ceives death proceeds from an EOLI policy, the to IRC section 101(a) if any one or more of the
proceeds will be ordinary income—except to the following four exceptions exist:
extent of premiums and other amounts paid by
(1) The insured was an employee within
the employer (or an employer-related person) for
12 months of his or her death;
the life insurance contract.
(2) The policy proceeds are paid to a
member of the insured’s family (within
New Employee-Notice and Consent
the meaning of IRC section 267(c)(4)),
Requirements
any individual who is the designated
For the EOLI death proceeds to be excluded
beneﬁciary of the insured under the
from income pursuant to IRC section 101(a), the
policy (other than the employer (or
possibly an employer-related person)),5
following three employee-notice and consent rea trust established for the beneﬁt of
quirements must be met:
any such member of the insured’s fam(1) Before the issuance of the EOLI policy,
ily or designated beneﬁciary, or to the
the employee must be notiﬁed in writinsured’s estate;
ing that the employer (or an employer(3) The policy proceeds are used by the
related person) intends to insure the
employer (or possibly an employer-reemployee’s life and the maximum face
lated person) to redeem-purchase an
amount of life insurance that the emequity (or partnership capital or proﬁts)
ployer (or the employer-related person)
interest in the employer owned by the
might take out on the employee’s life;
insured, a member of the insured’s fam(2) Before the issuance of the EOLI policy,
ily (within the meaning of IRC section
the employee provides written consent
267(c)(4)), any individual who is the
to being insured under the policy and
designated beneﬁciary of the insured
consents that the coverage may continunder the policy (other than the emue after the insured terminates employployer (or possibly an employer-related
ment; and
person)),6 a trust established for the
(3) Before the issuance of the EOLI policy,
beneﬁt of any such member of the inthe employee is informed in writing that
sured’s family or designated beneﬁciary,
the employer (or the employer-related
or by the insured’s estate (and accordperson) will be a beneﬁciary of any proing to the Report of the Joint Committee
ceeds payable upon the death of the
on Taxation, it is intended that “such
employee.
amounts be so paid or used by” the due
If it is subsequently determined that the three
date of the employer’s income tax reemployee-notice and consent requirements were
turn for the year in which the life insurnot met when the policy was issued, the problem
ance proceeds are received); or
can be corrected by canceling the non-compliant
(4) The insured was a director or highly
policy and re-issuing a new EOLI policy that is
compensated employee at the time the
employee-notice and consent compliant.
policy was issued. A “highly compen12
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sated employee” is a person who: (i)
is a ﬁve percent or more owner of the
business, (ii) is a director or ofﬁcer of
key management of the business, (iii)
received in the prior year compensation
in excess of $100,000 (for 2006), or (iv)
anyone else within the top 35 percent of
employees ranked by pay.
New IRS Reporting Requirements
Additionally, an employer (or an employer-related person) that owns one or more EOLI policies issued after August 17, 2006, is required
to ﬁle an annual information report with the IRS.
The report must state:
(1) The number of employees of the employer (or possibly an employer-related
person) at the end of the year;
(2) The number of those employees insured under post-August 17, 2006 EOLI
contracts at the end of the year;
(3) The total amount of insurance in force
under the post-August 17, 2006 EOLI
contracts at the end of the year;
(4) The employer’s (or possibly an employer-related person’s) name, address,
taxpayer identiﬁcation number, and the
employer’s (or possibly an employer-related person’s) type of business; and
(5) That the employer (or possibly an employer-related person) has a valid consent for each insured-employee, and
the number of insured-employees for
whom such consent was not obtained.
Employers (or an employer-related person) owning life insurance policies that are subject to the
new IRC section 101(j) rules must also maintain
records necessary to determine whether the IRC
section 101(j) requirements are met.
The information-ﬁling rules do not apply to an
EOLI policy issued after August 17, 2006, pursuant to an IRC section 1035 exchange for an
employer-owned policy that was issued before
August 17, 2006.
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Grandfathered EOLI Policies and Substantial Modiﬁcations
Certain material increases in the death beneﬁt or other material changes in an EOLI policy
will cause a grandfathered policy to be treated
as a new policy issued after August 17, 2006
and be subject to the new rules of IRC sections
101(j) and 6039I. But increases in the death beneﬁt that occur as a result of the operation of IRC
section 7702 (corridor or cash value tests) or the
terms and normal operation of the existing policy
(e.g. paid-up additions or as the result of market performance or policy design), if the insurer’s
consent to the increase is not required, will not
cause a grandfathered policy to be treated as a
new policy.
Impact on Buy-Sell and Cross-Purchase
Agreements
Buy-sell and cross-purchase agreements that
are funded with policies of insurance on an employee’s life must comply with the new employeenotice and consent rules, and the employer (and
an employer-related person) must also comply
with the IRS reporting requirements. Although it
is anticipated that life insurance carriers will provide the appropriate notice and consent forms to
the employer (and possibly to an employer-related person) before the issuance of the policy,
it may be wise to incorporate the employee-notice and consent requirements in the buy-sell or
cross-purchase agreement.
Drafting Example
Consider adding the following (sample) language to all buy-sell agreements, cross-purchase agreements, partnership agreements, and
LLC operating agreements where the business
or a related person will (or may) use life insurance proceeds to fund a redemption or a crosspurchase. The insured will need to sign and date
the agreement.
Employer and/or Related Person Owned
Life Insurance Notice and Consent. Pur13
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suant to IRC section 101(j), this provision constitutes written notice to each
shareholder [partner/member] that the
Corporation [Partnership, LLC] (“Company”) and possibly certain related parties (as deﬁned in IRC section 101(j)(3))
(“Related Parties”) (the Company and
Related Parties are collectively referred
to as the “Employer”): (i) intend to acquire
insurance on the shareholder’s [partner’s,
member’s](“Insured”) life, (ii) the maximum
amount of insurance coverage under the
life insurance policy, as of the date of its issuance, will be set forth in Schedule ____,
attached hereto and made a part hereof,
and (iii) the Employer will be the beneﬁciary of any proceeds payable upon the
death of the Insured. This provision also
constitutes the Insured’s written consent
to such life insurance coverage and the
continuation of such coverage by the Employer, even after the Insured’s termination
of employment (or other relationship) with
the Employer. Furthermore, the Insured
agrees to execute such other documents
as may be reasonably requested by the
Employer in order to comply with IRC sections 101(j) and 6039I or other pertinent
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code.

Notes
1. This article is excerpted and adapted from Sebastian
V. Grassi, Jr., A Practical Guide To Drafting Irrevocable
Life Insurance Trusts (with Sample Forms and Checklists)
(Second Edition), scheduled to be published in 2007 by
ALI-ABA, Philadelphia, PA, (800) 253-6397, (http://www.
ali-aba.org/aliaba/BK45.asp).
2. One exception to the income tax-free receipt of life
insurance proceeds upon an insured’s death is when there
has been a “transfer for value” of an interest in a life insurance policy. IRC section 101(a)(2). See, Section 1.5 of
Sebastian V. Grassi, Jr., A Practical Guide to Drafting Irrevocable Life Insurance Trusts (with Sample Forms and
Checklists) published by ALI-ABA (800) 253-6397 (http://
www.ali-aba.org/aliaba/BK28.asp) for a discussion of the
transfer for value rule and its exceptions. Another exception is the alternative minimum tax on certain C corporation owned life insurance policies concerning the inside
build up of cash value, and the C corporation’s receipt of
the death proceeds. IRC section 55.
3. See, James Magner and Stephan R. Leimberg,
“Pension Protection Act Adopts Far-reaching New Rules
for COLI,” 33 Estate Planning 3 (October 2006).
4. See, Steve Leimberg’s Estate Planning Newsletter #
1044 (October 27, 2006) at http://www.leimbergservices.
com.
5. To exclude an employer-related person from being
a beneﬁciary of the life insurance proceeds could create
a Catch-22 with regard to family owned businesses. Consequently, it is the author’s opinion that such a result was
not intended by Congress, and that Treasury Regulations
should exempt family owned businesses from the potentially broad deﬁnition of “related person.”
6. Id.

Conclusion
Although the new requirements for EOLI were
designed to stop perceived abuses by large publicly traded corporations concerning the use of
“janitor life insurance” as an investment, the new
rules place an undue burden on small closely
held businesses. However, the new rules do not
contain an exception for closely held businesses, and their advisors must be aware of the new
requirements in order to guide the business client through this new maze of rules and reporting
requirements.
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The Quest for Uniformity of Practice Continues
By Joan C. Von Handorf
Although it seems that there will never be uniformity of practice in probate courts, the Probate
and Estate Planning Council has continued its
efforts to achieve this elusive yet worthy goal.
Uniformity of practice helps streamline court administration by eliminating pleadings that must
be rejected or reﬁled because the pleadings do
not comply with unique requirements of individual courts. Uniformity of practice also helps practitioners by taking the guesswork out of requirements in multiple counties. Ultimately, uniformity
of practice helps the courts and practitioners better serve the public by eliminating confusion, unnecessary delay, and additional expense.
As you may recall, the Probate and Estate
Planning Council sent a questionnaire requesting information about uniformity of practice issues to all probate practitioners in ICLE’s database. Responses to the questions on the survey
regarding guardianships, conservatorships, and
pretrials will be discussed in this article.
Since responses were not received from attorneys who practice in certain probate courts,
the information in this article only reﬂects practices for counties from which we had respondents. Responses were not received from attorneys who practice in Alcona, Allegan, Alger, Arenac, Baraga, Branch, Cass, Chippewa, Clare,
Crawford, Gogebic, Gratiot, Houghton, Ionia,
Iosco, Iron, Kalkaska, Keweenaw, Lake, Mackinac, Mason, Mecosta, Menominee, Missaukee,
Montmorency, Ogemaw, Otsego, Roscommon,
Sanilac, Schoolcraft, and Shiawassee counties.
If responses are ultimately received from attorneys who practice in those counties, the results
will be discussed in a subsequent article.
Some practitioners from the same county responded differently to particular questions in the
survey. When that occurred, the answer provided by the majority of practitioners in that county
is the information provided in this article. If there
16

was no clear answer to a question, the court was
contacted to ensure that the information set forth
in this article is correct. However, the following
disclaimer is necessary: the information in this
article is only as accurate as the practitioners’ responses to the survey. The results of the survey
are posted at www.michbar.org/probate/pdfs/
UniformityPracticeSurvey.xls.
Guardianships
The issue of the procedure for reinstatement
of a suspended ﬁduciary in an adult guardianship
was addressed in the survey. Pursuant to MCR
5.203(D), if a ﬁduciary does not perform his or
her duties within the time allowed, the court may
suspend the powers of the ﬁduciary, appoint a
special ﬁduciary, or administratively close the
estate. If the estate has been administratively
closed, the ﬁduciary must petition to reopen the
estate pursuant to MCR 5.144(B) by ﬁling a Petition and Order for Reinstatement (Estate not
Closed), PC 603. The majority of courts conduct
a hearing before a guardian can be reinstated.
The following courts do not require a hearing before a guardian can be reinstated: Alpena, Benzie, Clinton, Dickinson, Genesee, Gladwin, Ingham, Lenawee, Macomb, Oakland, and Ottawa.
Conservatorship Inventories
Remember the old adage, “Be careful what you
ask for”? Well it deﬁnitely applies to the efforts of
the Uniformity of Practice Committee to resolve
the issue of valuing joint property on a conservatorship inventory. The Uniformity of Practice
Committee tried to resolve this issue by adding
a sentence to the end of MCR 5.409(B)(2). The
Supreme Court agreed to change this court rule,
but it did not make the change proposed by the
Uniformity of Practice Committee. The last sentence of MCR 5.409(B)(2), as approved by the
Supreme Court, currently reads: “Property the
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protected person owns jointly or in common with
others must be listed on the inventory along with
the type of ownership.”
Since there is no clear guidance as to what
value for joint property to place in the column on
the inventory entitled “Estate’s Interest,” courts
have predictably devised several different ways
of valuing joint property. The majority of courts
require joint property to be valued at the percentage held by the protected person. For example, if the name of the protected person and
one child appear on the title to a home, 50 percent of the value of the home is shown in the column on the inventory entitled “Estate’s Interest.”
The courts in Berrien, Grand Traverse, Hillsdale,
Midland, Oceana, and Osceola counties require
joint property to be valued at $0 on the inventory.
The courts in Bay, Clinton, Eaton, St. Clair, Van
Buren, and Wexford counties require joint property to be valued at 100 percent of its value. Calhoun County will accept any of the above three
methods for valuing joint assets on the inventory.
Ingham County will accept the inventory as ﬁled
using any of the above three methods, but it may
request an amended inventory after further review. The Supreme Court has indicated that it
will provide the probate courts with guidance to
resolve this problem.

require that these assets be valued at their market value.
Valuing non-liquid assets at market value presents a problem for most in pro per conservators,
and possibly some attorneys. Determining market value, and showing the increase or decrease
in value in the income or disbursements section
of the account, is a difﬁcult concept for most in
pro per conservators to comprehend, much less
put into practice. Therefore, it appears that the
practice of the majority of courts, which allow
a conservator to value non-liquid assets at the
value shown on the inventory, is preferable. The
Uniformity of Practice Committee has proposed
an amendment to MCR 5.409(C)(5) to address
this issue.
Another uniformity of practice issue raised
with regard to conservatorship accounts involves hearings for accounts where waivers and
consents have been executed and ﬁled by all interested persons. The only instructions regarding this issue appear in MCR 5.409(C)(3), which
provides that an account “may be set for hearing
or the hearing may be deferred to a later time.”
The majority of courts do not require a hearing
when waivers and consents have been executed
and ﬁled by all interested persons. The courts
in Alpena, Antrim, Barry, Clinton, Eaton, Grand
Traverse, Kalamazoo, Leelanau, Luce, Macomb,
Conservatorship Accounts
Saginaw, and Washtenaw counties require hearAnother issue with regard to valuing proper- ings even though all interested persons have exty in a conservatorship arises with the ﬁling of ecuted and ﬁled waivers and consents. Once
annual accounts. When an account is ﬁled, the again, the Supreme Court has indicated that it
assets that remain in the conservatorship at the will provide guidance to resolve this issue.
end of the accounting period must be listed and
Appointment of Guardians Ad Litem
valued. MCR 5.409(C)(5) requires that liquid assets must be valued at the market value at the
A ﬁnal uniformity of practice issue regarding
end of the accounting period. However, there is conservatorships involves the appointment of
no guidance as to how to value non-liquid assets, guardians ad litem. A court may appoint a guardsuch as real property. The majority of courts al- ian ad litem when it deems it necessary pursuant
low non-liquid assets to be valued at the same to MCR 5.121(A). The majority of courts appoint
value as shown on the inventory. The courts in the same guardian ad litem whenever it deems
Alpena, Dickinson, Genesee, Huron, Ingham, that a guardian ad litem is necessary for a parJackson, Kalamazoo, Livingston, Luce, Ottawa, ticular conservatorship. However, the following
Saginaw, Van Buren, and Washtenaw counties courts do not appoint the same guardian ad litem
17
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throughout a conservatorship: Alpena, Grand
Traverse, Lapeer, Leelanau, and Washtenaw.
Pretrials
If a matter is contested, the probate court
may conduct a pretrial pursuant to MCR 5.141,
where the pretrial procedure is governed by
MCR 2.410. Except for Oceana County, all of the
counties from which responses were received
conduct pretrial conferences for contested matters. However, some courts require pretrial statements and some courts issue scheduling orders.
Only the courts in Berrien, Delta, and Van Buren
counties require the ﬁling of pretrial statements.
The fact is that neither MCR 2.410 nor MCR
5.141 require or even allow pretrial statements
to be ﬁled. However, the courts that require pretrial statements have developed special pretrial
forms. Some courts have also developed special
pretrial orders. The Uniformity of Practice Committee will attempt to address this issue by proposing forms for pretrial statements and pretrial
orders.
Another uniformity of practice issue regarding
pretrials concerns the person who conducts the
pretrial. MCR 2.410 only provides that the “court”
conducts pretrials. In the majority of the probate
courts, the judge conducts the pretrial. However,
a person other than the judge conducts pretrials
in Macomb and Van Buren counties.
Conclusion
As stated above, the Probate and Estate
Planning Council is continuing its quest for uniformity of practice in probate courts. Some uniformity issues have been resolved, such as the
calculation of the inventory fee and the reduction
in the number of special forms required by various courts.
Court personnel who were contacted with
questions about the contradictory survey results
were surprised that attorneys did not know the
procedures of particular courts. This writer suggests that courts consider posting information on
their Web site about individual court practices.
18
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This not only would be helpful to practitioners,
but also would eliminate extra time and headaches the court staff incurs when documents are
ﬁled that do not comply with their local requirements. Although posting information on Web
sites may make uniformity problems easier for
practitioners to deal with, it does not resolve the
underlying problem of lack of uniformity of practice among probate courts. The Probate and Estate Planning Council is committed to continue
working to achieve uniformity of practice in the
probate courts.

Joan C. Von Handorf is an attorney with Joan Von Handorf
Law Ofﬁces, Warren, Michigan. Ms. Von Handorf is a sole
practitioner with her ofﬁce located in Warren, Michigan.
Her areas of concentration are
probate and estate planning.
She has published articles in
the Michigan Bar Journal and the Probate and
Estate Planning Journal. Ms. Von Handorf also
has served as an author and speaker for ICLE.
She is currently a member of the Probate and
Estate Planning Council and serves as co-chairperson of the Uniformity of Practice Committee.
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Review: ICLE’s New Michigan Medicaid Planning Handbook
by Douglas G. Chalgian
Reviewed by George A. Cooney, Jr.
Douglas Chalgian’s new book, Michigan Medicaid Planning Handbook, will be an invaluable
resource for all elder law practitioners and those
offering estate planning advice. I highly recommend it. It also comes at an opportune time: the
Deﬁcit Reduction Act, estate recovery, and public-private partnership loom on the policy horizon, and the Medicaid budget is squeezed on all
sides as the elder population increases. Those
of us working in this ﬁeld need practical handson advice and guidance, and the author has provided it with great skill and style.
This book is unique in that it provides practical, step-by-step instruction about obtaining
Medicaid assistance for the client who is facing
a nursing home stay, or who may be eligible for
Home and Community-Based Waiver Services.
As such, it is an excellent companion to more extensive elder law treatises, including ICLE’s Advising the Older or Disabled Client, which cover
a great breadth of elder law topics ranging from
housing options through nursing home quality
assurance. (Full disclosure: Mr. Chalgian and
this reviewer co-edit Advising the Older or Disabled Client.)
Michigan Medicaid Planning Handbook begins with two chapters containing a general
discussion of the elements of eligibility, and it
is here that the author introduces and deﬁnes
several crucial terms of art such as “patient pay
amount” and “divestment.” Here also he walks
you through the client interview process and the
steps you should take in determining the appropriateness of Medicaid planning for the particular
client. This preliminary material is followed by a
clear and practical discussion of MA asset and
eligibility requirements and the divestment rules
before and after the enactment of the Deﬁcit Reduction Act of 2005.
The core of the book is in chapters 6 through
8, where the author puts together the various
rules and techniques—described earlier—into

practical, step-by-step scenarios for hypothetical clients and then treats in ﬁne detail the MA
application process: gathering the client’s information, putting it into the format that a DHS
caseworker will understand(!), and actually ﬁling the application and related documents. This
will prove valuable, of course, for the lawyer or
paralegal who may have attended some CLE
sessions about Medicaid or read general treatments of Medicaid, but who now want to know
“how to do it.” However, both neophytes and experienced practitioners will ﬁnd something new
and creative in these sections; the author, in addition to teaching the basics, also brings us into
more aggressive territory with the techniques he
describes as “edgy,” including transitional techniques available to the lawyer pending Michigan’s ofﬁcial recognition of the demands of the
Deﬁcit Reduction Act of 2005.
There are one or two places where the book
would beneﬁt from a few more examples to illustrate the principles presented. In chapter 2, as
part of the discussion of family dysfunction and
its effects on the planning process, some examples would serve to put ﬂesh on the bones of
this problem. As the saying goes, happy families
are all alike; unhappy families are each unhappy
in their own peculiar way. Also, in the sections
about funeral expense excludability (a thorny
and sometimes self-contradictory part of the
policy manual), a few hypothetical cases would
show how the various excluded elements—burial
fund, prepaid irrevocable contracts, burial space
items—can be combined to produce a signiﬁcant
asset exclusion.
Overall, Douglas Chalgian’s new book, Michigan Medicaid Planning Handbook, is an excellent addition to the elder law library and will
prove useful whether you need to be able to ﬁeld
questions about Medicaid or want to build a successful Medicaid practice yourself.
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Departments
Tax Nuggets
By George W. Gregory and Lorraine F. New
The 8th Circuit Court of Appeals has afﬁrmed
the Tax Court decision in the Korby Estates.1
Austin and Edna Korby funded an FLP with marketable securities worth about $1,850,000 in return for a 98 percent limited partnership interest, which they gifted to four irrevocable trusts
for their sons. They retained about $10,000 to
live on, even though they were in poor health.
Soon afterward, the FLP made substantial distributions to the living trust for nursing home, medical providers, utility and heating bills, property
taxes, and insurance on the Korbys’ residence.
These payments were characterized as management fees, even though the Korby’s did not
report self-employment income and the one son/
manager did not receive similar fees. Code section 2036(a)(1) was found to apply due to an implied agreement that the Korby’s would retain income. In addition, the court indicated that there
was no legitimate and signiﬁcant non-tax reason
for creating the FLP, so there was no bona ﬁde
sale for full consideration exception. The basis
for that was the taxpayer stood on both sides
of the transaction (the sons were not involved
in set up), there was ﬁnancial dependence on
the distributions, and creditor planning was not a
signiﬁcant factor—the circuit court indicated that
the transaction must be made in good faith, i.e.
some potential for beneﬁt other than potential
estate tax advantages.
Speaking of estate tax advantages, TAM
200648028 might come back to bite your clients.
The decedent owned voting and non-voting
stock in a holding company. He created a trust
in which he retained the right to all income and a
right to reallocate the ultimate distribution of trust
principal, which went to a charity and designated
individuals. The IRS ruled that the shares were
includable in the decedent’s estate under 2036
20

and 2038 and the minority interest he held individually was properly aggregated with a block
of stock held in the trust to create a valuation
premium. Watch out for impact of such actions
on marital or charitable deductions. The charity’s
distribution, a minority interest, was discounted.
Also, keep in mind that 2036/2038 is a valuation
section and does not physically return the asset
to the estate, so you cannot claim a marital deduction for the increased value unless it went to
the spouse.
Notes
1. Korby, #06-1201 and 06-1203, (8th Cir, Dec 8, 2006)
Estate of Edna Korby v Commr TC Memo 2005-102, Estate of Austin Korby v Commr TC Memo 2005=103 (May
10, 2005).
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Recent Decisions in Michigan
Probate, Trust, and
Estate Planning Law
By Hon. Phillip E. Harter

Trust - Contract – Right of First Refusal - Speciﬁc Performance
Phillips v Homer (In re Smith Trust),
2007 Mich App LEXIS 396 (Feb 15, 2007)
This case involves issues concerning summary disposition and interpretation of a contract.
The trustee in this case sent a letter to tenants
that an offer had been received to purchase trust
property, and the tenants had 30 days to notify
trustee of their decision to exercise their right of
ﬁrst refusal to purchase the property. This was
pursuant to terms in the lease that read in part:
Tenant shall have the right of ﬁrst refusal to match any bona ﬁda [s] offer to
purchase made with regard to the subject property. In the event Tenant fails
to exercise his option within 30 days
following presentment of said bona ﬁda
[sic] offer to purchase the option herein
granted shall terminate.
The trustee revoked the offer before it was
accepted. Tenants subsequently indicated within
the 30 days they wished to purchase the property. Tenants claimed the trustee could not revoke
the offer to sell during the 30-day period. Both
parties moved for summary disposition. The
probate court granted summary disposition in favor of trustee concluding that the trustee was not
obligated to sell to tenants because the offer to
sell was revoked. The decision was appealed.
The Court of Appeals reversed the decision
of the probate court. They ﬁrst rejected the trustee’s argument that tenants failed to comply strictly with the terms of the lease because they did
not include the cash purchase price with the tender of their acceptance of the offer to sell. Since
this issue was not raised in the trial court and
22
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was not preserved, their review was limited to
determining whether a plain error occurred that
affected substantial rights. They concluded that
there was no plain error and this challenge was
forfeited. The Court of Appeals pointed out that
in a letter to tenants, they were only required to
notify trustee of their decision to exercise the option within 30 days. Nothing more was required.
Next the Court of Appeals held that the trustee could not revoke her offer to sell during the
30-day period speciﬁed in the lease. Once trustee notiﬁed tenants of the offer to purchase, the
right of ﬁrst refusal became an option that was
not revocable for the 30 days speciﬁed in the
option. The Court of Appeals observed that the
language of the option would terminate if tenants
failed to exercise the option within 30 days after the presentment of the offer. The language of
the option did not provide for the termination of
the option by any other means, including trustee’s revocation of the tender of the option. The
probate court had improperly read language into
the provision allowing for termination of the option by revocation when no such language was
present.
The Court of Appeals concludes that the probate court erred in granting summary disposition
to trustee and denying it to tenants.
Trustee - Personal Representative - Removal
- Surcharge - Fiduciary - Creditor - Summary
Disposition
Shoaff v Woods (In re Baldwin Trust),
2007 Mich App LEXIS 471 (Feb 27, 2007)
This case has a complicated factual and procedural history in the circuit court and Court of
Appeals leading up to the present case. In 1991,
decedent transferred his assets into ﬁve newly
created partnerships in which his children were
given ownership interests, but in which decedent
retained the largest percentage interest. This was
an apparent scheme to shield assets from future
creditors. In 1996, decedent, Thomas Shoaff,
and Mark Baldwin entered into a business agree-
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ment to form and become shareholders in a corporation (Baldwin Farms, Inc.). Shoaff guaranteed a loan, and in return, decedent agreed to
indemnify Shoaff and hold him harmless if the
business failed. Decedent claimed he had more
than enough assets, in the form of real estate
holdings and securities, to cover the indemniﬁcation obligation. Decedent neglected to mention that he had transferred most of his assets
to the partnerships in 1991. Baldwin Farms, Inc.,
failed in early 1998. In July 1998, decedent created the Duane V. Baldwin Trust. Decedent conveyed the remainder of his assets to the trust.
Decedent died on September 14, 1998. Shoaff
was forced to pay off bank loans pursuant to the
loan guarantee. In late 2000, Thomas E. Woods
was appointed as personal representative of decedent’s estate and as successor trustee of the
Baldwin Trust. Shoaff ﬁled a complaint in circuit
court seeking indemniﬁcation pursuant to the indemnity agreement for payments in excess of
$729,000. The complaint challenged the transfer of decedent’s assets to his trust and to the
partnership according to several theories. The
complaint was against both the personal representative, the trustee of the trust and other business entities. Woods, as personal representative and as trustee, defended against Shoaff’s
action. In April 2001, Woods agreed in the circuit
court action to a consent judgment in Shoaff’s
favor in the amount of $701,462 plus statutory
interest. Woods, as personal representative and
trustee, admitted liability to Shoaff under the
indemniﬁcation agreements. In August 2002,
Shoaff ﬁled a petition to remove Woods as both
personal representative and trustee alleging that
he failed to act in the best interest of Shoaff, a
creditor, whose claim had been allowed. In the
circuit court, a bench trial was held on the equitable claims remaining. Shoaff prevailed and the
circuit court set aside the transfers of property
to the entity defendants, ﬁnding the entity defendants were sham entities, alter egos of defendant and were intended to defraud creditors. A
ﬁnal judgment in the amount of $1,352,936 was
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entered on December 17, 2002. On March 10,
2004, Shoaff ﬁled amended petitions to remove
Woods as personal representative and trustee,
alleging Woods failed to take control over and
marshal assets of the estate and trust as required by MCL 700.3703, 3709 and 3710; failed
to seize assets that were fraudulently conveyed
by Woods’ decedent; and failed to take steps to
pierce the organizational structures of the entity defendants. It was further alleged the Woods
had a ﬁduciary duty to creditors, Woods failed
to properly investigate and collect assets for the
beneﬁt of creditors, and Woods had a statutory duty to Shoaff as a creditor of the estate and
trust.
On February 16, 2005, the probate judge, at
a pretrial conference, sua sponte concluded that
there was no genuine issue as to any material
fact that would justify removing Woods, sanctioning Woods, or awarding Shoaff anymore money
from the estate. On March 7, an order was entered denying Shoaff’s petition to remove and
surcharge Woods as trustee and an order denying Shoaff’s petition to remove and surcharge
Woods as personal representative. Shoaff appealed those orders. The Court of Appeals afﬁrmed with one judge concurring in part and dissenting in part.
Shoaff argued that the probate court erred
when it sua sponte granted summary disposition
for Woods concerning the petition to remove and
surcharge Woods as personal representative and
trustee at the pretrial conference. The Court of
Appeals rejected that argument pointing out that
under MCR 2.401(C)(1)(l), during a pretrial conference, the court may consider any matters that
may aid in the disposition of the action. Further,
at any time after an action has commenced, if
pleadings show that a party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law, the court must render
judgment without delay. MCR 2.116(I)(1). When
no factual dispute exists, a trial court is required
to dismiss an action when a party is entitled to
judgment as a matter of law and a motion for
summary disposition is unnecessary. Shoaff was
23
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afforded due process because he had had ample opportunity to respond to the probate court’s
sua sponte motion.
The next issue addressed by the Court of Appeals was whether the probate court abused its
discretion in dismissing Shoaff’s petitions. The
Court of Appeals characterized the decision of
the probate court as essentially a substantive ruling denying the relief requested. They observed
that the Estates and Protected Individuals Code
(EPIC) governs when a probate court may remove a personal representative. MCL 700.3611
provides:
(1) An interested person may petition for
removal of a personal representative
for cause at any time....
(2) The court may remove a personal representative under any of the following
circumstances:
(a) Removal is in the best interests of
the estate.
(b) It is shown that the personal representative or the person who sought
the personal representative’s appointment intentionally misrepresented material facts in a proceeding leading to the appointment.
(c) The personal representative did any
of the following:
(i) Disregarded a court order.
(ii) Became incapable of discharging
the duties of ofﬁce.
(iii) Mismanaged the estate.
(iv) Failed to perform a duty pertaining to the ofﬁce.
The Court of Appeals opined that Woods never disregarded a court order and there was a
lack of evidence that Woods mismanaged the
estate. Woods merely defended the estate and
himself against Shoaff’s lawsuit in circuit court,
which a personal representative is authorized
to do. MCL 700.3715(y). They further observed
that while Woods owed ﬁduciary duties to the
heirs, he did not have a ﬁduciary relationship
with Shoaff, a creditor. Under MCL 700.1212(1),
24
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a personal representative is not a ﬁduciary to a
creditor. Also, Shoaff did not allege that a position of inﬂuence was acquired and abused, or
that a conﬁdence was reposed and betrayed.
Thus, a factual basis for the existence of a ﬁduciary duty is also absent. The Court of Appeals
next cited MCL 700.3703(2), which provides in
part that “A personal representative shall not be
surcharged for acts of administration or distribution if the conduct in question was authorized at
the time.” Because Woods owed ﬁduciary duties
to decedent’s heirs, and not to Shoaff, Woods
was authorized to try to protect the interests of
decedent’s heirs, who also happened to be the
owners of the entities to which decedent made
non-probate transfers. Although Woods may
have been protecting the heirs’ interests in their
capacity as owners of the non-probate entitles,
Shoaff cites no authority suggesting that a ﬁduciary for heirs cannot protect the heirs’ interests
in their other capacities (in capacities other than
as heirs of the estate).
The Court of Appeals concluded that there
was insufﬁcient evidence of mismanagement
of the estate by Woods, who merely defended
the estate against Shoaff’s circuit court action.
Therefore, the probate court did not abuse its discretion in denying the petition to remove Woods
as personal representative. They also found insufﬁcient authority suggesting that Woods’ actions as personal representative, in protecting
the interests of heirs, were not authorized at the
time. Therefore, the probate court did not abuse
its discretion in denying Shoaff’s petition to surcharge Woods as personal representative.
Concerning the petition to remove and surcharge the trustee, the Court of Appeals cited
MCL 700.7306(2). MCL 700.7306(2) provides: “A
trustee is personally liable for an obligation arising from ownership or control of the trust estate
property or for a tort committed in the course of
administration of trust estate only if the trustee is
personally at fault.” Accordingly, a trustee is not
liable for a tort committed while administering a
trust estate, unless the trustee is personally at
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fault. MCL 700.7306(2). Shoaff has not alleged
that Woods, as trustee, committed a tort while
administering the trust or that Shoaff was personably at fault in committing a tort. Further, unlike the duties EPIC imposes on a personal representative, EPIC imposes no duty on a trustee
to pursue non-trust assets or to use its authority
for the beneﬁt of allowed claimants. Therefore,
Woods, as trustee, as a matter of law, owed no
duty to use his authority for the beneﬁt of an allowed claimant. Because Woods, as trustee,
owed no such duty to Shoaff, the probate court
did not abuse its discretion in denying Shoaff’s
request to remove or surcharge Woods as trustee.
I have problems with the way this case was
decided and the reasoning used. It is difﬁcult to
determine exactly what position Woods took in
the circuit court case or what action he took to
collect the assets that the decedent had transferred to the entities that the decedent created
to avoid future creditors. This is probably due to
the way the case was summarily disposed of at
pretrial. While Woods may not have been a ﬁduciary in relation to Shoaff, a creditor, Woods certainly had an obligation to the estate to marshal
assets and to maximize the value of the estate
for the beneﬁt of all those interested in the estate, including creditors. The Court of Appeals
stated,
Because Woods owed ﬁduciary duties
to decedent’s heirs, and not to Shoaff,
Woods was authorized to try to protect
the interests of decedent’s heirs, who
also happened to be the owners of the
entities to which decedent made non
probate transfers. Although Woods may
have been protecting the heirs’ interest
in their capacity as owners of the non
probate entities, Shoaff cites no authority suggesting that a ﬁduciary for heirs
cannot protect the heirs’ interest in their
other capacities (in capacities other
than as heirs of the estate).
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The above statement, I believe, inaccurately
states the duty of a personal representative. A
personal representative is under a duty to try to
obtain assets that may belong to the estate. If
assets were improperly transferred, a personal
representative would have a duty to pursue them
for the beneﬁt of the estate. If Woods was trying to protect decedent’s heirs by keeping assets
in their hands and out of the estate as implied
by the Court of Appeals, he would be taking a
position directly contrary to the estate and be in
breach of his duty to the estate. Also, since creditors would generally have a priority claim on assets before distribution to heirs, he would be frustrating proper administration by his actions. The
claim of Shoaff’s petition that “Woods has failed
to properly investigate and collect assets for the
beneﬁt of creditors” would certainly seem to state
a reason for removal or surcharge if proved.
For example, it is not unusual for the personal
representative of an estate to also be the joint
owner of a bank account and an heir. If such a
bank account is challenged as a convenience
account by a creditor who wishes the money to
be part of the estate to satisfy its claim, may the
personal representative be paid from the estate
if he or she takes the position that the money
belongs to him or her? I believe such a position
would be contrary to the interests of the estate,
and he or she should not act as personal representative or, at least, should not be paid from the
estate. Under the reasoning of the Court of Appeals in this case, a different conclusion may be
reached.
Concerning the trustee, my observations concerning the personal representative would not apply. The trust was being challenged and the complaint was to reach the assets of the trust. A trustee would be under
a duty to defend for the beneﬁt of the trust.
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Michigan Probate and Estate Planning Journal
and has lectured at ICLE’s Annual Probate and
Estate Planning Institute for many years.
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LEGISLATIVE REPORT
By Harold G. Schuitmaker
House Bills
House Bill 4180 (2007) MCL 700.5501 would
create a Uniform Power of Attorney Act. It would
codify who can act and when and provide for
penalties if the agent acts improperly. The power
of attorney would allow a principal to nominate a
guardian or conservator of the principal=s estate.
This proposed act provides a penalty for refusal
of a third party to accept a power of attorney. Article 2 of the act provides for powers to be granted by the power of attorney, and Article 3 sets up
a statutory form power of attorney.

a tenancy by the entities for one or more of these
reasons ﬁles in circuit court with the court setting
a hearing date - there is a one-year waiting period prior to ﬁling.
New Laws of Interest
Public Act 426 (MCL 55.265et seq.)
The Act amends the Regulations of Notaries
to disallow a notary to notarize the signature of a
lineal ancestor or lineal descent.
Public Act 510 (2006 - MCL 55.271 et seq.)

After a licensed attorney, who is in good
standing with the Michigan State Bar, makes an
initial notary application, the secretary of state
will send a renewal application to the attorney
House Bill 4236 (2007) MCL 565.451a - at least ninety days before the expiration of the
565.453 would codify the recording of afﬁdavits notary=s commission.
to correct errors or omissions in previously reMiscellaneous
corded documents.
At the time of writing this report, the goverHouse Bill 4270 (introduced February 14, nor proposed a budget (February 15, 2007) that
2007) and Senate Bill 204 (introduced Feb- would provide a two percent tax on services. The
ruary 15, 2007) MCL 700.3805 would make re- governor also proposed an estate tax for estates
payment of medical assistance payments a pri- valued at $2,000,000 or more, excluding assets
ority after costs and expenses of administration, of a family owned business or farm.
reasonable funeral and burial expenses, homestead allowance, family allowance, exempt property, but ahead of debts of last illness, and state
taxes. It would be tie-barred to Senate Bill 203,
Harold G. Schuitmaker, of
which would amend the Public Health Code
Schuitmaker, Cooper, Schuit(MCL 333-2843) to establish a Department of
maker & Cypher, P.C., Paw
Michigan Estate Recovery.
Paw, is admitted to the MichiSenate Bills
gan and Florida bars, practices in the areas of estate
Senate Bill 62 (2007) MCL 55.265 et seq.
planning and probate, muallows one party in a tenancy by the entireties
nicipal law, corporations, and
to convey to a third party if for a one-year pereal estate. Mr. Schuitmaker
riod prior to the conveyance the non-conveying
is
a
Fellow
of
the
Michigan State Bar Foundaparty was: (1) willfully absent from the conveying
spouse; (2) deserted the conveying spouse; or tion, and holds an AV Peer Review rating and
(3) the non-conveying spouse willfully neglected an ICLE Certiﬁcate of Completion in the Probate
or refused to provide support when required to and Estate Planning Program. He is a memdo so. The husband or wife wishing to terminate ber of the Probate and Estate Planning Section
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Council, currently serving as its= Secretary, is on
the Probate Forms Committee, and is a former
member of the Probate Court Rules Committee. He also formerly served on the State Board
of Medicine for 10 years. Mr. Schuitmaker is a
member of the National Association of Elder Law
Attorneys, the Kalamazoo County Bar Association, and the Van Buren County Bar Association.
He also serves in numerous civic and charitable
organizations. He is a past president of the Rotary District Foundation, a Level II Certiﬁed Assessing Ofﬁcer with the State Assessor Board,
and a member of the Chemical Bank Shoreline
Kalamazoo Community Board. Mr. Schuitmaker
is a regular contributor to the Michigan Probate
and Estate Planning Journal.
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Probate & Estate Planning Council
Q&A

nature or acknowledgment
of the will.

By Shaheen I. Imami and
Patricia Gormely Prince

(2) A will that does not comply with
subsection (1) is valid as a holographic will, whether or not witnessed, if it is dated, and if the
testator’s signature and the document’s material portions are in the
testator’s handwriting.

Question:
Are MCL 700.2502 and MCL 700.2503
Applicable to Handwritten Changes
to a Trust Document?
Answer:

(3) Intent that the document constitutes a testator’s will can be established by extrinsic evidence,
including, for a holographic will,
portions of the document that are
not in the testator’s handwriting
(emphasis added).

The short answer is “no.”
Initially, it should be noted that MCL 700.2502
and MCL 700.2503 are contained in Article 2,
Part 5, of the Estates and Protected Individuals Code (“EPIC”) – and the title of Part 5 is
“Wills, Will Contracts, and Custody and Deposit
Next, the entirety of MCL 700.2503 provides
of Wills.” And while titles are not necessarily dis- that:
positive, they can be instructive.
Although a document or writing
More importantly, the text of MCL 700.2502
added upon a document was not
states as follows:
executed in compliance with section 2502, the document or writing
(1) Except as provided in subsecis treated as if it had been executtion (2) and in sections 2503, 2506,
ed in compliance with that section
and 2513, a will is valid only if it is
if the proponent of the document
all of the following:
or writing establishes by clear and
convincing evidence that the de(a) In writing.
cedent intended the document or
writing to constitute any of the fol(b) Signed by the testator
lowing:
or in the testator’s name by
some other individual in the
(a) The decedent’s will.
testator’s conscious presence and by the testator’s
(b) A partial or complete revocation
direction.
of the decedent’s will.
(c) Signed by at least 2 individuals, each of whom
signed within a reasonable
time after he or she witnessed either the signing of
the will as described in subdivision (b) or the testator’s
acknowledgment of that sig-

(c) An addition to or an alteration of
the decedent’s will.
(d) A partial or complete revival of
the decedent’s formerly revoked
will or of a formerly revoked portion of the decedent’s will (emphasis added).
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The rules of statutory construction are well
established in Michigan. The overriding goal is
to give “effect to the intent of the Legislature” and
“[n]othing will be read into a clear statute that is
not within the intent of the Legislature as derived
from the language of the statute itself.” In re Estate of Bennett, 255 Mich App 545, 553, 662
NW2d 772 (2003) (citations omitted). The practical effect of these rules is that a court is bound
to apply a statute, as written, if the language is
clear and unambiguous. See Bennett, 255 Mich
App 553. It is clear that the word “trust” does not
appear anywhere in the text of MCL 700.2502
or MCL 700.2503. Further, it is evident from the
plain language of the very ﬁrst sentence of MCL
700.2503 that it solely exists to codify an exception to MCL 700.2502, which in turn applies only
to wills. MCL 700.2502(1); see also, In re Cameron Trust, 2005 WL 3190621 (Mich App 2005)
(unpublished opinion).
Because there currently are not corresponding
provisions for MCL 700.2502 and MCL 700.2503
in those portions of EPIC or other Michigan statutes related to trusts, it is not unheard of for a
party to attempt to use a bootstrapping argument
with the goal of imposing a clear and convincing
evidentiary standard where handwritten changes to a trust document are at issue, where the
proper standard is a preponderance of the evidence.
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ed Matters (ICLE 2d ed 2000 & Supps) and has
been a contributor and speaker for ICLE on topics involving estate administration and contested
probate litigation. He also cowrote the article,
“The Probate Judge Ordered Mediation—Now
What?” for the Fall 2002 issue of the Michigan
Probate and Estate Planning Journal. Mr. Imami
has completed ICLE’s 40-hour mediation training and is a certiﬁed general civil mediator.

Patricia Gormely Prince, of
Patricia Gormely Prince PC,
Farmington Hills, practices in
the areas of probate and estate planning, tax planning,
estate administration, and related contested probate matters. She is a current member and past chairperson of
the Probate and Estate Planning Council of the
State Bar of Michigan. She is also a member of
the Women Lawyers Association of Michigan
and the Real Property, Probate, and Trust Law
Section of the American Bar Association. Ms.
Prince is a past editor of the Michigan Probate
and Estate Planning Journal, a chapter author
of Michigan Probate Litigation: A Guide to Contested Matters (ICLE 2d ed 2001), coauthor of
“How to Protect the Protected Person,” 75 Mich
BJ 1296 (1996), and a former supplement author for Lawyers Cooperative Publishing Company. Ms. Prince is also a consultant for the proShaheen I. Imami, of Patricia bate and estate sections of Callaghan’s MichiGormely Prince PC, Farming- gan Pleading and Practice. She has taken the
ton Hills, practices in the areas ICLE 40-hour mediation training and has been
of contested probate litigation, appointed to the court lists in Wayne and Oakestate planning and adminis- land County Probate Courts, as well as many of
tration, general civil litigation, the other circuit and probate courts in the state.
and mediation. He is a council She has served as a speaker at ICLE seminars
member of the Probate and in the areas of estate and tax planning. In addiEstate Planning Section and a tion, Ms. Prince has also appeared as a guest on
regular member of the Business Law and Alter- the television show Due Process and has been
native Dispute Resolution Sections of the State interviewed in the Detroit Free Press on probateBar of Michigan. Mr. Imami is a contributor to related matters.
Michigan Probate Litigation: A Guide to Contest30
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Ethics and Unauthorized Practice of
Law—The State Bar of Michigan
Unauthorized Practice of Law
Program and the Michigan
Probate Practitioner
By Victoria V. Kremski and Catherine M.
O’Connell
The nature of the legal profession is changing and no attorneys know that better than probate practitioners. From will and trust kit companies, document preparation services and annuity salespeople, the probate practitioner has
been faced with increased competition in the last
decade from unauthorized legal services providers.
As former small ﬁrm lawyers, we are acutely
aware of how the unauthorized practice of law
impacts the bottom line of solo and small ﬁrm
lawyers. (We experienced ﬁrst hand what happened when title insurance companies began
drafting deeds.) When we ﬁrst came to the State
Bar and were given the task of investigating and
prosecuting unauthorized practice of law matters,
we each believed that simply prosecuting more
cases more aggressively was the solution to the
UPL issue. Now, after ten years of combined experiences handling UPL matters in Michigan,
reviewing case law in Michigan and around the
nation and studying other states’ efforts on the
UPL front, the UPL Committee is convinced, as
we are, that prosecution of UPL complaints, although important and necessary, is not the sole
answer to the UPL issue.
Developing case law in Michigan and other
states evidence a deﬁnitive move toward allowing non-lawyers to compete directly with lawyers
for the provision of legal services. Indeed, Arizona has actually created a licensing scheme
whereby non-lawyer “legal document preparers”
are allowed to draft certain legal documents directly for the public under limited circumstances. Whether we agree or disagree with this trend
(and there is a segment of the attorney popula-
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tion that believes this trend is beneﬁcial and appropriate), it is a reality that we as attorneys have
to face, at least in the current environment.
The Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission have consistently objected to efforts by the bars of other states to enhance UPL enforcement by broadly deﬁning the
“practice of law” and beeﬁng up UPL enforcement rules or policies, on the basis that such
measures are anti-competitive and constitute a
restraint of trade. Similar trends can be seen at
a state level. In Texas, a successful UPL prosecution of the provider of interactive legal forms
prompted the state’s legislature to amend the
statutory deﬁnition of the practice of law to exempt written materials, computer software, and
Internet web site-distributed materials from the
practice of law1—signiﬁcantly reducing the circumstances under which UPL prosecution could
be pursued.
The effect of these trends is compounded by
the very real perception by the public that they
cannot afford the services of an attorney. More
importantly, we must realize that for a signiﬁcant
portion of the public, this is not just a perception
but an economic reality. As the public increasingly seeks out lower cost legal services providers, unauthorized legal service providers will be
encouraged to enter the marketplace.
To ignore the public’s demand and need for
lower cost legal services risks a further erosion
of the legal profession’s relevance and credibility. In this climate, both the UPL Committee and
the SBM Board of Commissioners are very circumspect in identifying under what circumstances UPL litigation should be initiated. To bring an
action against an unauthorized legal services
provider without a “victim” and solely on the basis of a statutory violation without any evidence
of public harm makes it appear the profession
is simply engaging in “economic turf protection.”
Bringing a case absent demonstrable public
harm risks not only an unfavorable ruling but a
ruling that jeopardizes the UPL prohibitions already in place, thereby hampering future UPL
31
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enforcement.
In order to succeed as a profession we must
do three things. First, we much educate the public about the value of hiring an attorney—the “you
get what you pay for” argument. (How you go
about accomplishing this goal is a complicated
and sophisticated question, the scope of which
cannot be covered in this article.) Second, we
must make legal services more affordable to a
wider sector of the general public. One vehicle
that may assist in this endeavor is the adoption
of court rules that make it easier for attorneys
to provide “unbundled” legal services, ghostwriting and limited court appearances. If authorized,
lawyers would nonetheless need to be vigilant in
ensuring that clients choosing “unbundled” services understand the limitations of what they are
purchasing and receive critical information such
as any applicable statutes of limitations. Third,
we must re-establish the public’s conﬁdence in
our integrity as a profession. We must pursue
seeking discipline of our colleagues who are
actively aiding will and trust kit companies and
annuity companies that are harming the public.
Each of us as individuals must take the difﬁcult
step of reporting lawyers who are aiding others
in the unauthorized practice of law to the disciplinary agencies. It is our ethical duty to do so.
Given the increased legitimacy of non-lawyer
inroads in the legal arena, the State Bar Board of
Commissioners has recognized the importance
of programs designed to (a) educate the public
about the importance of hiring persons qualiﬁed
to render legal service and (b) enhance lawyer
efﬁciency and client satisfaction in maintaining
the pre-eminence of lawyers in the delivery of legal services to consumers. Two programs have
been funded with these goals in mind.
State Bar staff developed an ongoing program
that has been held in various locations around
the state to educate citizens about the perils of
doing business with will and trust kit companies.
The seminars are jointly sponsored with the Attorney General’s Ofﬁce, AARP, and the Ofﬁce
of Financial and Insurance Services. Over one32

thousand Michigan citizens have attended these
free seminars in the past two years and been
educated about the risks of doing business with
will and trust kit companies.
In 2005, the Board of Commissioners voted
to create and fund the Practice Management
Resource Center, again, in an effort to assist directly lawyers in our rapidly changing legal environment. The PMRC provides information and
resources to lawyers through a website, seminars, a “helpline,” and a tech “educational center” all designed to help lawyers better manage
the business aspects of practicing law.
These efforts represent a long-term and continued commitment by the Board of Commissioners and staff to create and fund programs
that directly help lawyers in their practices. You
can look forward to more efforts in the future.
The SBM Unauthorized Practice of Law department is dependent upon practitioners to be
our “eyes and ears” around the state. If you see
an organization or individual that you think may
be engaged in the unauthorized practice of law,
please fax or write us with copies of whatever
documentation you have. We cannot address a
situation if we are not aware of it!
In order to succeed we must ﬁnd new and better ways of serving the public. The staff of the
SBM UPL program looks forward to working with
you in addressing these changes.
Notes
1. Section 81.01 of the TX Gov’t Code provides in part,
“the ‘practice of law’ does not include the design, creation,
publication, distribution, display, or sale, including publication, distribution, display, or sale by means of an Internet web site, of written materials, books, forms, computer
software, or similar products if the products clearly and
conspicuously state that the products are not a substitute
for the advice of an attorney.”
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Victoria V. Kremski is Deputy
Division Director of the Professional Standards Division
of the State Bar of Michigan.
Ms. Kremski serves as staff
counsel to the Client Protection Fund and is responsible
for coordinating the State
Bar’s unauthorized practice of
law and Client Protection Fund programs. She
is responsible for handling ethics inquiries from
Michigan attorneys and serving as one of the
staff counsel to the State Bar of Michigan Ethics
program. Ms. Kremski is a member of the ABA
Standing Committee on Client Protection, having been appointed in 2005. Prior to joining the
State Bar, Ms. Kremski practiced law privately,
handling primarily family law and personal injury
matters. She is a graduate of the University of
Denver School of Law and Fort Lewis College
and is the author of “The Unauthorized Practice
of Law and Landlord Tenant Cases”, 78 Mich
Bar Journal, p. 964, Sept. 1999; “Multidisciplinary Practices and the Main Street Lawyer,”
79 Mich Bar Journal, Sept. 2000 and “Ethical
Ramiﬁcations for Michigan Attorneys Involved
With Will and Trust Kit Companies,” 79 Mich
Bar Journal, May 2000.
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Catherine M. O’Connell is
the Assistant Professional
Standards Counsel for the
State Bar of Michigan. Ms.
O’Connell investigates and litigates unauthorized practice of
law cases, handles ethics inquiries from attorneys, judges,
and the public, and manages
the Lawyer Referral Service. She also serves
as staff counsel to the Unauthorized Practice
of Law and Legal Education and Professional
Standards Committees. Prior to joining the State
Bar, Ms. O’Connell was a sole practitioner practicing a wide variety of civil and criminal law. She
is a graduate of the University of Detroit Mercy
School of Law and Michigan State University.
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A View from the Bench
By Hon. Milton L. Mack, Jr.
Editor’s note: What constitutes an adequate disclosure of facts relating to the settlement of a
decedent’s estate so as to bar a claim against
a personal representative after the estate has
been closed? Judge Milton Mack was recently
faced with an unusual case involving the disclosure requirement of MCL 700.3956. His insightful decision is set forth below.
This matter is before the court on the petition
of Rhonda Mays, the widow of the decedent,
Tarrance Jerome Mays, to reopen the estate
and bring an action for breach of ﬁduciary duty
against Marie Marcilis, the former personal representative.
Marie Marcilis (Marcilis) was the mother of
Tarrance Jerome Mays who died on September
24, 1996. She was appointed as the Independent Personal Representative on September 13,
1999, and commenced a wrongful death claim
against the City of Detroit, and its Chief of Police,
in the United States District Court, Eastern District of Michigan, Southern Division. That case
was settled on March 6, 2002, for $17,000, with
$10,660.70 to be paid to the estate.
Subsequently, a legal malpractice action was
brought against the attorney who had handled
the wrongful death claim. That action was settled
for $350,000. The settlement was approved at a
duly noticed hearing in the Wayne County Circuit
Court on February 18, 2005. The net proceeds
were $224,383.91. The language in the settlement provided that: “Marie Marcilis, mother of
Tarrance and Personal Representative, asks to
receive the entire net proceeds of $224,383.91
and she will, in her discretion, gift funds to others who are entitled to them.” Marcilis then took
possession of all the funds. She remains in possession of approximately $120,000 in a cashiers
check per her testimony on October 25, 2006.
Marcilis ﬁled her Sworn Statement to Close
34
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Unsupervised Administration on February 28,
2005. Her appointment as personal representative automatically terminated on February 28,
2006, pursuant to MCL 700.3988(3).
Several months after the ﬁling of the Sworn
Statement, Rhonda Mays (Mays), and her children, ﬁled an action in the Wayne County Circuit
Court to intervene and set aside the settlement.
A hearing was conducted on January 20, 2006,
at which time the petition was denied. The order
denying the petition was entered on February 8,
2006. Mays then ﬁled this petition on June 22,
2006.
Mays claims she has received nothing from
Marcilis. She also claims her two children, Tarrance and Chenoa, who are also children of the
decedent, have received nothing. Marcilis argues that more than one year has passed since
the ﬁling of her closing statement and therefore
any action against her is precluded. She also argues that Mays had notice and an opportunity to
object at the time the settlement was approved
and her claim is barred by res judicata and collateral estoppel.
It is conceded that the distribution language
does not create an enforceable promise to pay
anything to Mays or her children. Mays argues
that Marcilis failed to make adequate disclosure
related to the settlement of the estate.
An estate may be reopened for good cause
more than one year after the ﬁling of the closing
statement. However, a claim previously barred
shall not be asserted in the subsequent administration. MCL 700.3959. A claim for breach of
ﬁduciary duty is barred if not brought within six
months of the ﬁling of the closing statement unless there was inadequate disclosure related to
the settlement of the decedent’s estate. MCL
700.3956.
The court posed the following question to the
parties: “Does a ﬁduciary have a duty to disclose
that a proposed method of distribution does not
create an enforceable right to any distribution?”
The method of distribution approved by the Circuit Court did not create any enforceable right to
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any distribution for the widow and her children.
The general standard of conduct required of
ﬁduciaries was long ago described by Justice
Cardozo in the landmark case of Meinhard v
Salmon, 249 NY 458, 464 (1928) as follows:
Many forms of conduct permissible in a
workaday world for those acting at arm’s
length, are forbidden to those bound
by ﬁduciary ties. A trustee is held to
something stricter than the morals of the
market place. Not honesty alone, but the
punctilio of an honor the most sensitive,
is then the standard of behavior.
By statute, a personal representative stands
in a position of conﬁdence and trust with respect
to each heir. MCL 700.1212. “It is a fundamental
principle that a [ﬁduciary] must display complete
loyalty to the interests of the beneﬁciaries, to the
exclusion of all selﬁsh interests.” In re Green
Charitable Trust, 172 Mich App 298, 324, 431
NW2d 492 (1988).
Where a ﬁduciary places himself in a position
where self-interest conﬂicts with duty, his acts will
be scanned with closer scrutiny than if made in
the usual course of business. In re Culhane’s Estate, 269 Mich App 68, 76, 206 NW 807 (1934).
As a general rule, the ﬁduciary of an estate has
the burden of “establishing the correctness of his
account and the propriety of his charges.” Green
Charitable Trust, supra at 311. The burden is on
the ﬁduciary to “show the absence of an irregularity or of any personal beneﬁt.” Id. at 312.
Further, a ﬁduciary must inform beneﬁciaries
of all material facts in connection with a non-routine transaction that signiﬁcantly affects the estate and the interests of the beneﬁciaries prior
to the transaction taking place. Id. at 316 (citing Allard v Paciﬁc National Bank, 663 P 2d 104
(Wash, 1983). This duty to keep the beneﬁciaries informed is based on the generally recognized principle that the beneﬁciaries must know
how the estate is being administered in order
to hold the ﬁduciary to the proper standards of
care and to obtain the beneﬁts, which are due to
them. Id.
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In this case, the distribution of all of the proceeds of the wrongful death action were paid
over to the mother. No funds were paid or payable to the widow or the children of the decedent
and they could not compel any distribution for
their beneﬁt. To this day, Marcilis remains in possession of a substantial portion of the settlement
proceeds. On its face, this is a non-routine transaction that required disclosure by the ﬁduciary
as to the impact on the heirs at law. Marcilis was
not an heir at law, yet she received all the proceeds. The heirs at law, namely the widow and
children, received nothing.
No Michigan case law has interpreted the
phrase “inadequate disclosure” under MCL
700.3956. Marcilis has provided the court with
case law from other states that have interpreted similar language. The principal difference between those cases and the case at hand is that,
here, the “promise” to gift funds remains executory. In those cases cited by Marcilis, the inadequate disclosure related to what the ﬁduciary
had done and not what the ﬁduciary “promised”
to do in the future. In all of the cases, administration had been completed. By her own admission Marcilis still has “120 some thousand dollars”. Mays is only seeking to receive the beneﬁt
she thought was promised by the ﬁduciary. Unlike the line of cases cited by Marcilis, carrying
out the “promise” does not require Marcilis to do
anything different than what she “promised.”
If Mays can establish that the ﬁduciary
breached her duty to adequately make disclosure
related to the settlement, she may then bring an
action against the ﬁduciary for breach of ﬁduciary duty, pursuant to MCL 700.3703. It appears
that there is a question of fact as to whether the
ﬁduciary made adequate disclosure. Therefore,
the court will grant the petition to reopen the estate and appoint Rhonda Mays as the successor personal representative. An order consistent
with this opinion may be presented.
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Hon. Milton L. Mack, Jr. is a
judge with the Wayne County
Probate Court, Detroit, Michigan. He is chief judge for the
Wayne County Probate Court
and a past president of the
Michigan Probate Judges Association. He also served as
a member of the Governor’s
Michigan Mental Health Commission. He has
served as a member of the Michigan Supreme
Court Guardianship Task Force and the board
of directors of the Wayne County Probate Bar
Association, chairperson of the board of trustees
of Oakwood Healthcare System, president of the
National Association of Regional Councils, chairperson of the Southeast Michigan Council of
Governments, chairperson of the Wayne County
Solid Waste Planning Committee, and chairperson of the Wayne State University Library Advisory Board. He is a frequent author and lecturer on
probate issues for ICLE and other organizations.
Judge Mack is a contributing author to Michigan
Guardianship and Conservatorship Handbook,
Revised Edition (ICLE 2000 & Supps).
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Probate and Estate Planning Brochures
Did you know that the Council of the Probate and
Estate Planning Section of the State Bar has prepared a
number of informational brochures to help you with your
estate planning practice? You may download most of
these brochures in .pdf format, at no charge, by visiting
the Section’s Web site at http://www.michbar.org/probate/
and clicking on the “Publications” link. Alternatively, you
may order printed copies of the brochures directly from
the State Bar of Michigan. The available titles are:
Acting for Adults Who Become Disabled
The Durable Power of Attorney
Estate Planning with Living Trusts
Patient Advocate Designation
Planning for Medicaid Qualiﬁcation
Probate Administration of a Decedent’s Estate
Don’t Trust the Trust Kits (must be ordered)
Digest of Michigan Probate Court Opinions (must be ordered)
—The Editor
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ICLE Products of Interest to Probate Practitioners
Books
Michigan Medicaid Planning Handbook

New Book!

By Douglas G. Chalgian
Answer your client’s Medicaid planning questions, or build your own Medicaid planning practice with this stepby-step guide by a Michigan expert.
Price:

Print Book

$135.00
ICLE Partners: $121.50

Online Book
ICLE Partners:

Firm Size
0-4 Attorneys

5+ Attorneys

$95.00
$85.50

$145.00
$130.50

Product #: 2006552630

Michigan Basic Practice Handbook, Sixth Edition

New Edition!

Popular guide to the 20 most common areas of Michigan practice, from real estate to divorce, employment, probate, debt collection, ADR, and more.
Price:

Print Book
$185.00
ICLE Partners: $166.50

Online Book
ICLE Partners:

Firm Size
0-4 Attorneys

5+ Attorneys

$95.00
$85.50

$145.00
$130.50

Product #: 2007553820

Upcoming ICLE Seminars
47th Annual Probate & Estate Planning Institute
Co-Sponsored by the Probate and Estate Planning Section of the State Bar of Michigan
Join colleagues, friends, probate registers, and judges at ICLE’s oldest and most popular program! Features
the return of Natalie B. Choate, the nationally acclaimed estate planner who was such a huge hit in 2001! This
Institute qualiﬁes as an elective in ICLE’s Probate Certiﬁcate Program.
Live Dates:* May 17-19, 2007
June 8-9, 2007
General fee: $295.00

Location: Acme – Grand Traverse Resort & Spa
Location: Plymouth – The Inn at St. John’s
Lawyers 0–3 years in practice: $225.00

Co-Sponsor Member: $255.00

ICLE Partners: $235.00

Seminar #:
2007CI6530

Estate and Financial Planning for Elderly or Disabled Clients
Co-Sponsored by the Probate and Estate Planning and Elder Law Sections of the State Bar of Michigan
Some of Michigan’s most experienced elder law attorneys provide you with practical knowledge and planning
techniques to effectively deal with complex matters unique to older and disabled clients and their families. This
seminar fulﬁlls one requirement for ICLE’s Probate and Estate Planning Certiﬁcate Program.
Live Date:* June 28, 2007
Location: Plymouth – The Inn at St. John’s
* Plus video replays around the state.
General fee: $195.00
Co-Sponsor Member: $175.00

Seminar #:
2007CR2620

Lawyers 0–3 years in practice: $50.00
ICLE Partners: Free!
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OVER 40 BOOKS–ONE LOW PRICE
ICLE’S ONLINE LIBRARY

Linked to MI Primary Law
Updated Continually
Downloadable Forms
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State Bar of Michigan
Members of Section Council—2006–2007
Ofﬁcers
CHAIRPERSON:
Douglas A. Mielock
Foster Swift Collins & Smith PC
313 S. Washington Sq.
Lansing, MI 48933-2144
CHAIRPERSON-ELECT:
Lauren M. Underwood
32100 Telegraph, Ste. 200
Bingham Farms, MI 48025

VICE-CHAIRPERSON:
Nancy L. Little
2125 University Park Dr.,
Ste. 250
Okemos, MI 48864
SECRETARY:
Harold G. Schuitmaker
181 West Michigan Ave, Ste. 1
Paw Paw, MI 49079

TREASURER:
George A. Cooney, Jr.
30445 Northwestern Hwy.,
Ste. 250
Farmington Hills, MI 48334

Council Members
TERM EXPIRES 2007:
Sebastian V. Grassi, Jr.
888 W. Big Beaver Rd.,
Ste. 750
Troy, MI 48084
Lisa Langton
Oakland County Circuit Court
1200 N Telegraph Rd
Pontiac, MI 48341
Amy N. Morrissey
345 S. Division St.
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
Thomas F. Sweeney
255 S. Old Woodward,
3rd Floor
Birmingham, MI 48009
Marlaine C. Teahan
2125 University Park Dr.
Ste. 250
Okemos, MI 48864
Joan C. Von Handorf
8292 E. 12 Mile Rd.
Warren, MI 48093
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TERM EXPIRES 2008:
Daniel E. Cogan
2723 S. State St., Ste. 210
Ann Arbor, MI, 48104
John R. Dresser
112 S. Monroe St.
Sturgis, MI 49091
Robin D. Ferriby
333 W. Fort St., #2010
Detroit, MI 48226
Mark K. Harder
85 E. 8th St., Ste. 310
Holland, MI 49423
Shaheen I. Imami
31300 Northwestern Highway
Farmington Hills, MI 48334
Richard J. Siriani
30150 Telegraph Rd., Ste. 371
Bingham Farms, MI 48025

TERM EXPIRES 2009:
Douglas G. Chalgian
139 W. Lake Lansing Rd.,
Ste. 200
East Lansing, MI 48823
George W. Gregory
401 S. Old Woodward,
Ste. 456
Birmingham, MI 48009
Ellen Sugrue Hyman
P.O. Box 1023
Okemos, MI 48805
Marilyn A. Lankfer
333 Bridge St., NW
P.O. Box 352
Grand Rapids, MI 49501
Kenneth J. Seavoy
128 W. Spring St.
Marquette, MI 49855
James B. Steward
205 S. Main St.
Ishpeming, MI 49849
Robert P. Tiplady II
2723 S. State St., Ste. 400
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
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Ex Ofﬁcio
Raymond T. Huetteman, Jr.
1298 Pepperidge Way
Ann Arbor, MI 48105
Joe C. Foster Jr.
2125 University Park Dr.,
Ste. 250
Okemos, MI 48864
Russell M. Paquette
19701 Vernier Road, Ste. 290
Harper Woods, MI 48225
James A. Kendall
6024 Eastman Ave.,
Midland, MI 48640
James H. LoPrete
40700 N. Woodward Ave.,
Ste. A
Bloomﬁeld Hills, MI 48304
Everett R. Zack
2125 University Park Dr.,
Ste. 250
Okemos, MI 48864
Douglas J. Rasmussen
500 Woodward Ave., Ste. 3500
Detroit, MI 48226
Susan S. Westerman
345 S. Division St.
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
Fredric A. Sytsma
333 Bridge St., NW,
P.O. Box 352
Grand Rapids, MI 49501
Stephen W. Jones
200 E. Long Lake Rd., Ste. 110
Bloomﬁeld Hills, MI 48304

John E. Bos
139 W. Lake Lansing Rd.,
Ste. 200
Lansing, MI 48823
W. Michael Van Haren
111 Lyon St. NW, Ste. 900
Grand Rapids, MI 49503
Robert B. Joslyn
200 Maple Park Blvd., Ste. 201
St. Clair Shores, MI 48081
Robert D. Brower, Jr.
250 Monroe Ave NW, Ste 800
Grand Rapids, MI 49503
John D. Mabley
31313 Northwestern Hwy.,
Ste. 215
Farmington Hills, MI 48334
Raymond H. Dresser, Jr.
112 S. Monroe St.
Sturgis, MI 49091
John H. Martin
400 Terrace St., P.O. Box 900
Muskegon, MI 49443
Patricia Gormely Prince
31300 Northwestern Hwy.
Farmington Hills, MI 48334
Brian V. Howe
8253 New Haven Way,
Ste. 102
Canton, MI 48187
Richard C. Lowe
2375 Woodlake Dr.,
Ste. 380
Okemos, MI 48864

Kenneth E. Konop
840 W. Long Lake Rd.,
Ste. 200
Troy, MI 48098
John A. Scott
1000 S. Garﬁeld, Ste. 3
Traverse City, MI 49686
Dirk C. Hofﬁus
333 Bridge St. NW,
P.O. Box 352
Grand Rapids, MI 49501
Henry M. Grix
38525 Woodward Ave.,
Ste. 2000
Bloomﬁeld Hills, MI 48304
Phillip E. Harter
Calhoun County Probate Court
161 E Michigan Ave
Battle Creek, MI 49014
Michael J. McClory
2 Woodward Ave.,
1307 CAYMC
Detroit, MI 48226-5423
COMMISSIONER LIAISON
Francine Cullari
8341 Ofﬁce Park Dr., Ste. C
Grand Blanc, MI 48439
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Probate and Estate Planning Section
2006-2007 Committee Assignments
Editor’s note: The Probate and Estate Planning Council welcomes your participation on committees. If you
are interested in serving on any of the committees listed below, please contact Douglas A. Mielock, Chair, or
the chair of the committee on which you would like to serve.
INTERNAL GOVERNANCE
Henry Grix, Chair
Hon. Phillip E. Harter,
Chair Elect
BUDGET
Mission: To develop the annual
budget and to alert Council as to
revenue and spending trends.
Douglas A. Mielock, Chair
Lauren M. Underwood
BYLAWS
Marilyn K. Lankfer, Chair
MICHAEL W. IRISH AWARD
Mission: To honor a practitioner
(supported by recommendations
from his or her peers) whose
contributions to the Section reﬂect
the high standards of professionalism
and selﬂessness exempliﬁed by
Michael W. Irish.
Brian V. Howe, Chair
John H. Martin
Patricia Gormely Prince
Fredric A. Sytsma
LONG-RANGE PLANNING
Mission: To reﬁne the Section’s
Strategic Plan through periodic
review and to identify priorities and
methods for implementing those
priorities so as to meet the evolving
needs of Section members.
Hon. Phillip E. Harter, Chair
Dirk C. Hofﬁus, Ex-Ofﬁcio
NOMINATIONS
Mission: To select nominees for
Council who are committed to
the probate and estate planning
practice and who are candidates
for leadership of our diverse and
changing Section.
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Kenneth E. Konop, Chair
John A. Scott
RELATIONS WITH STATE BAR
Mission: To monitor and report to
Council on developments at the State
Bar that affect our practice.
John R. Dresser, Chair
Kimberly M. Cahill
Douglas G. Chalgian
ANNUAL MEETING
Mission: To arrange the annual
meeting at a time and place and
with an agenda that will accomplish
necessary Section business and will
address, as appropriate, matters
of professional concern to the
Membership.
Hon. Phillip E. Harter, Chair
Christopher L. Edgar
Shaheen I. Imami
Wendy Parr
Michael Witzke
EDUCATIONAL AND
ADVOCACY SERVICES FOR
SECTION MEMBERS
Michael J. McClory, Chair
Sebastian V. Grassi,
Vice Chair
AMICUS CURIAE
Mark K. Harder, Chair
CONTINUING EDUCATION AND ANNUAL
PROBATE SEMINAR
Michael J. McClory, Chair
Elaine M. Cohen
J. Thomas MacFarlane
Amy N. Morrissey
Sheldon J. Stark
SECTION JOURNAL
Nancy L. Little, Chair
Amy N. Morrissey
Wendy M. Parr
Richard A. Shapack

STATE BAR JOURNAL
Sebastian V. Grassi, Jr., Chair
PAMPHLETS
Mission: To determine the need for
pamphlets to assist practitioners
in educating the public, and,
based on such ﬁndings, to update,
develop, and distribute user-friendly
pamphlets.
Kenneth J. Seavoy, Chair
George Cooney
Robin D. Ferriby
Lynn L. Marine
Ellen Sugrue Hyman
ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION
Mission: To develop the Section Web
site and Listserv and to monitor and
evaluate the content of electronic
communication between and among
the Council and Section Members.
John R. Dresser, Chair
Josh Ard
George Gregory
John D. Mabley
COMMITTEE ON SPECIAL PROJECTS
George W. Gregory, Co-Chair
Christopher L. Edgar, Co-Chair
LEGISLATION AND LOBBYING
Christopher L. Edgar, Chair
Harold Schuitmaker, Vice Chair
PRINCIPAL AND INCOME ACT
Mission: To secure passage of the
Uniform Principal and Income Act
in cooperation with the Michigan
Bankers Association and other allies.
John H. Martin, Chair
E. James Gamble
Ramon F. Rolf, Jr.
MICHIGAN TRUST CODE
Mission: To review the Uniform
Trust Code and to determine the

Spring 2007
need for adopting such legislation in
Michigan.
Mark K. Harder, Chair
Christopher Ballard
Douglas A. Chalgian
Daniel E. Cogan
Robin Ferriby
Marilyn K. Lankfer
Douglas A. Mielock
Tess Sullivan
Robert Taylor
Robert Tiplady
Lawrence Waggone
PROFESSIONALISM AND
STANDARDS
Lauren Underwood, Chair
ETHICS
John Bos, Chair
Richard C. Lowe
Susan S. Westerman
UNAUTHORIZED PRACTICE AND
MULTIDISCIPLINARY PRACTICE
Ramon F. Rolf, Jr., Chair
Catherine A. Jacobs
Ellen Sugrue Hyman
Teresa Sullivan
SPECIALIZATION AND CERTIFICATION
Richard A. Shapack, Chair
John E. Bos
George Gregory
Mark Harder
Sebastian V. Grassi, Jr.
PRACTICE MANAGEMENT
Mission: To determine whether, based
upon the Council’s strategic planning,
speciﬁc programs should be developed
to assist Section members with practice
management issues, and, if so, how
best to address such issues, possibly
in conjunction with existing State Bar
resources.
Lauren Underwood, Chair
John Dresser
Michael Hughes
ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
CONTESTED AND UNCONTESTED PROBATE
PROCEEDINGS
Mission: To monitor forms, procedures,
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standard jury instructions, and legislation
so as to facilitate the administration
of prompt and consistent justice in
contested and uncontested probate court
proceedings and through alternative
dispute resolution.
Hon. Phillip E. Harter, Chair
Shaheen I. Imami
Lynn L. Marine
Michael J. McClory
Hon. John R. Monaghan
Ramon F. Rolf, Jr.
Richard Siriani
UNIFORMITY OF PRACTICE
Mission: To determine local practice
issues that could be conformed to a
standard of Michigan probate and
trust practice and to work with probate
registers and other stakeholders in
achieving uniformity of probate and trust
practice throughout the state.
Sebastian V. Grassi, Jr., Co-Chair
Joan Von Handorf, Co-Chair
John E. Bos
Lisa Langton
Jean A. Mahjoory
Cindy Rude
Richard Siriani
PRACTICE ISSUES, RELATED
AREAS, AND LIAISONS
CHARITABLE GIVING/EXEMPT
ORGANIZATIONS
Mission: To educate practitioners about
charitable giving and to determine the
need for Michigan legislation authorizing
exempt organizations to serve as trustees
of charitable trusts.
Robin D. Ferriby, Chair
Duane Tarnacki
Andrew Payne
Tracy Sonneborn
Richard Shapack
TRANSFER TAX
Mission: To monitor developments
regarding transfer taxes, particularly
at the state level, and to recommend
any appropriate action for the state of
Michigan

Sebastian V. Grassi, Jr.
Thomas F. Sweeney
GUARDIANSHIPS AND CONSERVATORSHIPS
Mission: To identify and to participate
in arriving at practical solutions to
perceived and actual abuses under
current law and court rules.
Hon. Phillip E. Harter, Chair
Hon. John Monaghan
Douglas A. Chalgian
George Cooney
John Dresser
Lisa Langton
Lynn Marine
Michael McClory
BUSINESS LAW AND BUSINESS LAW
SECTION LIAISON
John R. Dresser, Chair
ELDER LAW AND LIAISON TO ELDER LAW
SECTION
Mission: To determine the issues
between the Elder Law Section and the
Probate and Estate Planning Section, and
with the Council, to develop a process to
resolve those issues.
Douglas A. Chalgian, Chair
FAMILY LAW FAMILY LAW SECTION
LIAISON
Diane L. Bernick, Chair
REAL PROPERTY LAW AND REAL
PROPERTY LAW SECTION LIAISON
Richard A. Shapack, Chair
TAX AND TAX SECTION LIAISON
Shirley A. Kaigler
TRUST INSTITUTIONS AND LIAISON WITH
MICHIGAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION
Teresa Sullivan
Daniel E. Cogan
LIAISON TO THE COURT RULES AND
FORMS COMMITTEE
Harold Schuitmaker
LIAISON TO THE STATE BAR
Kimberly M. Cahill
LAW SCHOOL LIAISON
Josh Ard

George W. Gregory, Chair
Robin Ferriby
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SCHEDULE OF MEETINGS OF
THE PROBATE AND ESTATE PLANNING SECTION
Date

Place

May 17-19, 2007

47th Annual Probate and Estate Planning
Institute, Grand Traverse Resort

June 8-9, 2007

47th Annual Probate and Estate Planning
Institute, Plymouth

June 16, 2007

University Club, Lansing

